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This paper chabnges the perceived imbalanœ between the attention 

given to texts created by the university music lesson -such as emotional 

content" and meaning of the musicB- and the canon of Wfiffen texts which 

typicaliy constiMe its primary foarç. It encourages university teachers and 

students of applied music to adopt ethnographie concepts of dialogue. 

participant observation. and reflective setf-awareness, which firmly locate them 

in a dynamic. diatogical encounter. The experience is thus thought to becorne 

one which helps to integrate and transfomi theoretical and practkal issues, 

wittiout debilitating students by a sense of inevitable failwe to attain to fked 

standards uf musical utterance and anistic excellence innate to the so-called 

musical rnasterworks they are perfonning. 
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Introduction: Research Methods 

At the heart of an undergraduate music studmt's unniersity career is the 

music leçson. "Private" lessons are on paper a negligiMe part of a broader and 

more extensive cumculurn of musical shidies, but for a perfonner in a four-year 

Bachelor of Music (BMus) program, over 100 hours will be spent in private 

instruction1 - if al1 goes well, with the same inçtnictor - and anywhere between 

1872 and 3744 Murs will be spent in solitary practice tirne.2 A perfoming 

student whase main goal is to excel at playing hisher instrument, men vie= 

music theory and music history courses as more or less peripheral to what ç/he 

really wants to do. Anything which takes himlher away from aie practice room 

may well be viewed as a nuisance, a cornpetitor for precious time and energy, 

and resented as one that uswlly wins, at least in the first couple of years in a 

program. if academic cwrses are poorly taught besides. tremendous frustration 

results. 

In my experience, very little dialogue exists between the two ends of the 

hallway, so to speak, i.e., beWeen the perfomers and the academics. Many 

academic musicians seem to resent perfomers, and insist aiat so much 

emphasis on performance perpetuates unintelligent and incomptent students, 

and ultimately inmpetent musicians that they are embarrasecl - in more 

1 This figure is based on a 13 week terni. Lessons are 1 hour per week, for 13 weelcs, for 8 ternis 
in a 4 year degree. This does not include extra lessans, which are not uncornmon if a certain 
project seerns to require it. 
2 This figure is based on the -on placed on me at my first tesson at university, with some 
leeway for less rigorous prsactice guidelines or habits. My teactier expected me (and 1 assume al 
students in the studio) to pracüce 56 hours a day 6 days a week. If a student awages 3 hours of 
practmng a day 6 days a week, 18 Murs a week for a 13 week terni tirnes 8 t m s ,  M e  pradces a 
total of 1872 hours, not counüng the summer months. If a m e n t  averages 6 Murs a day for aie 
same length of time, she witl pm3ke 3744 hours in a 4 year degree, not counting the surnrner 
monais- Students wilt rareiy pWce less than 3 hours per day, and only the exceptbnally 
industrious mare than 6 on a regular basis. it is by no means uncornmon for suidents to practice all 
year around. These figures represent an estirnated minimum. 
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asMe àrcks- to be assoàated with. Perfoming musicians argue that theory 

classes continue to be taught by people who never listen to music and who 

seem not to cafe how the exercises, perspectives and information in these 

classes will help shidents to play their instruments better. 'Beçides," they argue 

pareriaieticaify, IYheory's boring! Look what Pavarotti has done, and he can 

bareiy read music." Relevance and integration of perspectives between the Wo 

groupç, and, even more basicaily, dialogue, seem scarce in music institution 

politics.3 

But institutional politics are unknown to most applicants to music 

programs. Many music students, at least in Canada, choose a university 

according to convenience (how close it is to home), which is not surprising. as 

many of them are still teenagers when they enter university.4 Pehap more 

uncornmonly at the undergraduate Ievel, an informed music student chooses a 

particular university music school on the basis of the person teaching there in 

hisher applied area. It is not uncornmon for such a -&nt to be slightly older, 

either having worked for a year or two after high sdiod. or having pursued 

another area of interest first. GNen these difierences, there is a tremendous 

spectrum of desires and expectations among undergraduate music çtudents, 

regardles of the supposedly 'unifying standards" which govemed their 

acceptame into the program. For some, music is avocational, sirnply something 

they do belter than rnost, but not a valid career option. If they graduate more 

skillful and knowledgeable about their hobby, they have achieved everything 

they wanted from the experience. Most are more "serious' about 'theif music 

and may well have goals of becorning career musicians, prolifc perfoners 
- - - - - - - - - - - 

3 I am mare mat academics has taken an unusually sbong tum away from petformance in the 
University of Alberta music department where this study was exBCUfed. 
4 StudenfS typictilly complete high school at age sevateen or eightm and go directly to 
un iversity. 
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andlor pedagogues in their respecbhe applied areas. For such shidents. 

playing their instruments is often already more than just a hobby. ~ ~ m t h i n g  

they couid not imagine themçelves without, something in which they have 

invested a great deal of their persunal identity. 

The music lesson is important- Not only is it at the center of students' 

experiences in a university music program, but mis very individual experience is 

generaiiy cornmon among the various music specialists in a music department. 

Having so said, the experienœ is in fact, anything but cornmon, but rny point is 

that whether or not acadernic musicians (Le. aieorists and musicobgists) still 

play their instruments or are classifieci as perfoming musicians in their 

professional Iives, they, as well as aieir perfoming colleagues, at one Cme took 

music lessons, although pemaps not in university. Furthemore. their ideas 

about music and. in some cases, their choices to give up performance in favor 

of an academic specialization may well have resulted, consciously andlor 

unconsciousiy, from m i r  experience of aie music lesson, at least in part 

But this is not a statisticai paper seeking to prove these obsewations 

andlor çpeculations. Rather, my theses are No. First, I seek to demonstrate the 

tremendous importance of the music lesson in the ovemil scheme of a person's 

expenence in a music degree; secondly, I attempt to suggest a reconstruction of 

the music lesson encounter in more ethnographie temis in such a way as to 

demonstrate the benefii some rneasure of integration between the academic 

and the perfming branches of music learning could have, bath for the 

individual music M e n t  and for the broader musical comrnun~. 

The music lasson, contrary b appewances, does not just shidy te& in 

order to realize and perfom them: it creates te&. For this paper, I am 

especial interested to explore how texts of "emotional content" and "the 
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meaning of the music" are devdoped at oie level uf aie music lesçon. In ligM of 

this, I intend to invesIQate how these ditficuit te* may &e relateâ to texts of 

technical proficiency, intimate personal-life te-, and the te* which inscribe 

the production of a perfect performance for a aitical audience. Along the way, I 

whll emphasize the highly personai and intimate nature of the encounter in a 

music lesson, and diçcuçs both potential abuses af this imrnacy and ways in 

which this environment seems to conflict with the instinitionally-established 

'standards" of fonnalked public performance. 

At this point the reader should be wamed Chat this is not a purely 

descriptive ethnographie paper. Nat that I believe such a thing is even possible, 

but I do not even pretend to aspire to disinterestedness. In fact. it is because I 

am interested in music pedagogy, specifically the music pedagogy at a 

university, that I am wriüng the thesis at all. This, combined with an argument 

for pursuing community values such as dialogue, respect. and transformation, 

(as opposed to the values of, for lack of a better term, 'wgged individualismn) 

requires that I offer çome presmiptive commentary as well-5 These 

prescriptions are not something that I am immutably convihced of; I offer them 

humbly from my perspective at this point in time, a perspective which will 

continue to change even as it has to this point l h e y  at least demonstrate my 

unwillingness to endorse the stam quo, as I see it Admittedly, this is not 

wioiout trepidation. having observecl how such efforts by far more qualified and 

respected sdMlars than I fancy myself. have b e n  cnticired, misundersbod, 

and patronized.6 

5 Melinda Cooke. Transmitting Cuifural Values in ale Mu& Leson- Master's Thesis, University of 
Alberta, 1994. 1 have found this a convincing articulation of the intersection of cultural values with 
the cultural space of the music lesson. Both her thesis and discussions with her about this 
significantiy contributecl to my own thinking and I'm grateful to her for mat. 
6 l refer p m a i y  to Olen Kosl<Ms review of Henry Kingsbuiy's Music. Talent and Performance in 
Ethnomusicobgy and his response severai monais Ia!er (1990-91). 
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My work in this project is bas& on more than twenty y m  of 

participation in music lessons as ?he studerrt", considerabiy fewer as "the 

teachef, and most importantly, one par of intense participant obsewation of 

the music lesson at the University of Alberta. During mis year of observation, I 

studied the music lesson in four basic ways. First. I regularly attended the 

lessons of two university students, one of whom I knew a Iittle. the other not at 

ail. Both studieâ with the same teacher, with whom 1 was acquainted but did not 

know very well. I did this after seeking the approvai of both the teacher and the 

two studentç, and explaining to them the nature of my inquiry. Their responses 

were positive -in the teacher's case, irnmediately enthusiastic. In the case of 

both shidents, after a aiorough explanation in whidi I had to ernphasize that 

how well they played their pieces was not my focus, they also agreed. Both 

students seemed reluctant at first and voiced a Stream of disclaimers and 

apologies for aie performances they anticipateâ at lessons: "Just so long as 

you know, this sMf is not ready; dont expect anything great" When I explaineci 

that I was well aware of the rough kind of work that needs to be heard at a music 

lesson. and that m i r  performances of these pieces was not really what I was 

most interested in, they relaxed (a bit) and agreed without further persuasion to 

let me visa their leççons on a regular baçis. I had not even anived at the music 

lesson, and I already had a significant observation: the students had 

immediateiy assumed aiat their performan~spedïcally. how well they 

executed the pieces aiey were learning- was what I wanted to observe. 

I çat in the same place each week, intentio~lly as unobtnisive as 

possible. it gradually became 'my place" in aie ailhiml context. From my 

vantage point, I could çee the facial expressions and the bodies of boai teacher 

and student, and I could h e a r  &oth the music played and the conversations that 
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took place. I took detailed notes of oie lesson -pieces played. what the student 

did, what the -cher did, conversations, physicai mwements, etc.- and typed 

them up as soon as possible after each lesson. usuaily the same evening. I did 

not speak in aie lesson, unless on the rare occasion I was spoken to. It seemed 

to me that the 'private" encatnter af one-onone was being disturbed enough 

already by rny presence. and I was always uncornfortable if, for sorne reawn. 

the teacher refened to me in verbal or nori-verbal exchanges, or if I was 

addressed directly. My discornfort with being there, even with their consent, 

came from my pars of expriencing the intimate and closed relationship of the 

music lesson- 

Talking to people at sorne point, however, did seem necessary. I talked 

to two dierent grwps of people outside the context of the music lesson. 

Indeed, the second way I studied the music lesson is through conversations or 

inteMews with one group, namely students -rot only the two students I was 

obse~ng, but also other students in the department, and some Sudents who 

had recently graduateâ from the program, or quit7 Sometimes mis was one- 

on-one; other tirnes I organized a group session in an effort to facilitate 

interaction between other saidents that I thought migM yield information 

pemaps not so easily revealed if I were just talking to them alone. This was not 

difficul in my case. as students in this particular department seemed, at least at 

this time, to have formed a more or l e s  supportive community with one another. 

This may nat be tnie at other schools, but I knew, as an experienced student, 

aiat this was the case amoq the pianists at this çchml. In fact, as 1 progressed 

in this direction, the m e n t  commun@ seemed to emerge as an important part 

7 InÛdentally. when intwested fn'ends and acguahitances asked in casual conversation what I was 
wrib'ng my thesis about. they &en became very interested and not uncommonfy volunteered 
expeBences and perspecb'ves of their own, which I did not record as rigorously, but which cannat 
help but becorne a part of mis text. 
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of the music tesson experience for at least some of the students.8 

But a third angle seemed mœssaiy if 1 was to represent the other 

obvious point of view in the culture, the teacher. So I tai ked to teachers as well. 

I intervieweci severai other teachers, in addition to the one I was obse~ng on a 

regular basis. I also obsecved a couple of masterclasses of other piano 

teactiers- One teacher that I interviewed confessed that he finds that most 

students by the time they get to university, more than anything need therapy to 

heal damage from experiences in edier days af music learning and 

performing. The teacher's perspective also becarne more important as I 

proceeded, not oniy as the Other in the relationship which constihibes the music 

lesson, but also as an art>iter between aie shrdent and the institution's M e r  

generic expectations of that student 

Fourth, I studied the music lesson through reflection on my own 

expience of music lessons, all twenty-two years of them, some of them 

positive, some of them not so positive. This reflecüon initiateci the project in the 

first place and certainly was enriched and re-shaped by my obsewations, 

conversations, and by çome of the theoretical concepts I encountered 

simultaneously in my aher academic pursuits, Çpecifically linguistics, wornen's 

studies. religion, and political science. 

The result is a paper which feels like the beginning of a much longer and 

more extensnR inquiry. The paper is in two parts. The first -on will 

summarize my obsenmtions and reflections of the music lesson as a cultural 

field, providing a context in which to understand the second part of the paper. 

The second part wilt likely stri ke the reader as more theoretical. but will refer to 

8 Indeed. although I have iso(ated the music lesson from the rest of the aimire in a univer* 
music department. I do not imagine that it exkts in isolation. Many of the observations within the 
music lesson must be understood to articulate and to be articulated by the entire musical cubre. 
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the music lesson for examples and clarification. In this regard, I identify with bel1 

hooks' disdosure of what caLfSed her to turn to theory, interestingly aiso in the 

context of a aitique of pedagogicai pradœs: '1 came to theory desperate, 

wanting to comprehend - to grasp what was happening around and within me. 

Most irnportantiy, I wanted to make the hurt go away. I saw in theory aien a 

location for heaIingn (hooks 1994: 59). It is my intent as much as possible to 

encourage a stronger conneaion between theory and practice than is 

sumetimes exhibited between this cornmon duality -as it were. to begin to heal 

the rift between them. at least within mysetf. The very consbuction of this duaiity 

is for me a theoretical problem that is very much related to the content of this 

PaPer. 

The whole paper m l d  be desaibed as an attempt to understand the 

relationship which I perceive certain notions to have to one another within the 

Iimited context of the music lesson in a university music program. 1 am fearlully 

aware that these notions -power, knowledge, meaning, language, and 

ultimately, tramendence-have the potential to explode out of my limited 

corner into an unwieldy discussion of the whole universe. Symptomatic of this 

potential I suppose, "trançcendence" is a problernatic tem. By it, 1 mean 

primarily to describe the cultural pracke within musical discourse, equally 

present in the learning, performing and listening of music, wtiereby the goal is 

some kind of uaboveness,n some mer-worldly construction by which the mole 

experience is given a variously 'highn or 'deep" spirÏtuaI status. Secondarify 

and necessarity cursorily, 1 connect mis pradce in musical dismurse to 

practices in other specifically religious or spiritual discourses. In my estimation, 

transœndm amounts to oie conceptual r a t  af the mit ways in which 

the preceding issues unfold. At the same tirne, within each of the preceding 
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issues, the sbadow of transcendeme often causes them to function as they do. 

Hence, I proMematne transcendence most expliatly. 

These issues will be disaissed primarily in view of how I have observed 

them to fundon in the culture of the music lesson at a university. I am aware 

that each diierent instrument has distinctive traditions of music lessun 

performance. which itsel would make a worthwhile comparative study. While I 

have obsenred only piano lessom, I have conversecl wiai other instrumentalists 

and singers, and feel that for the focus d this paper there is enough common 

ground to consûuct a culture called the music lesson. I do not daim a 

comprehensive representation of perspectives. Nor am I unaware of my o m  

constnicoons and the inevitable biases that produce them. But I have attempted 

at least to imply dialogue in my discussion, representing a few of the many 

voices and perspectives which 1 had to choose from in a discussion of this 

cornplex culture. It is my hope that the reader will relate to one or more 

perspectives and will continue the dialogue. While I must acknowledge the 

perspectival limits and biases of my sitwtedness, I need not be robbed of the 

sense that the notions rnentioned above are crowding into an area of my 

intense interest and cumpeiling me to respond. No single discipline is 

inherently implicated by these notions, but there is no discipline to which they 

do not potentially belong. 1 am convincd that crossing sedled disciplinary 

borders will yieid a richer and more relevant study, regardless of how my 

understanding will be more thinly spread than the 'expertç" b whorn I am 

indebted for my introduction to these issues. I refuse to be daunted by the 

impossibility of adequately represenüng all the voices -the exprt theorists' 

voices, teachers' voices, shidentç' voices, administrators' voices, the specific 

voices of real people that I have known in rny investigation. the voices of those 
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yet in the future- all in 'my own" voiœ. It is struggle enough to be willing to 

speak. 
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The Music Leçson: A Case Study 

A participant observer at a piano lesson 

What happane In a music lesson? 

7 f s  a vsy Zow erperience when you p k y  fw your taaclrs. a d  lZOthing happem. 
Somdùng SM always happen.' - a student 

Many things happen in a music lesson. diirent kinds of things. Some 

are observable; some are not Some events seem to be routine; çome are more 

spontaneous. Sornetimes the teacher makes thern h m ,  çometimes the 

student. Sornetimes both parties are aware of what is happening; sometimes 

ewnts seem to be subconscious. or are purposely not disdosed by the one in 

the know. The expectations of what ougM or ougM not to happen are wually a 

silent part of what happens at a music lesson. 

In a music lesson as in any artistic venture, the subject/object dilemma 

becornes acute. The teacher - student relationship is cornplex, a forœd 

intimacy aiat is at the same time 'professional* and power-inscribing. Dialogue 

tends to be lopsided, as the cultural assumption is that the student is there to 

absorb the expertise of the teacher. Traditionally, the teacher's voice is 

pr~leged as the "transmkter of knowledge" (hooks 1994: 85). and whatever 

dialogue may happen can be nothing more #an a thinly disguised diplomatic 

gesture by which the teacher efficienüy imposes hisher ideas on the student, 

ensuring among other things that the expected public performance schedule is 

kept on target. Or, in the case of a more neo-Rornanüc approach to pedagogy, 

the stniggle may be to know how best to help a student that sRie perceives is 

profoundly wounded by expriemes of life in general, and experiences of 

music-leaming in particular. rendering the student unable either to dialogue 

freely or to play expressively. 
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One music lesson never looks identical to another, but there is a certain 

routine series of events that can be us& as a point of deparhue from which to 

disais more unusual things ?hat may happen in a music lesson. and also from 

which to theorize what might happen differently. The routine event. from a 

participant observer's perspective, includes four phases9 The f irst. second, 

and last phases are more or less rouüne. although not without significance. The 

third phase is the rnost changeable and least conforniable to a routine event. 

and thus will occupy more detailed attention. 

It is worth making explicit one important assurnption at this point. 

because it has everything to do with how the lesson procesds. Both teacher 

and student typically assume they know what oie music leççon is about: the 

teacher expects the sfudent to leam; the student expects the teacher to teach. 

No student or teacher in a university music department is new to the music 

lesson per se. Each cornes to the cultural setüng of the university music lesson 

from hislher own world of experiences of this cuîture. and with those 

experienceç corne certain self-understandings, goals. and values. Rather than 

assuming that these worlds are potentially very different. and acknowledging 

that both teadier and student may well change -even should diange- through 

each's contact with the Other, the assurnption tends to be that they are the 

same. Both seem to approach the music lesson as a static formalized space, 

not as a dynamic and idiasyncratic confrontation of two people. each of whom 

brings manifold voiœs and influences who have made himher what she is. 

9 What follows is n d  a first lesson. I di not attend fi nt lessons as a partiapant observer. only as a 
student and as a teacher. A first leson is a special kind of lesson. The m e n t  does not usualiy 
play; repertoire is generaily chosen for the entire year, and decisions are made regarding in what 
voluntary and& wmmand performances aie dudent wiIl perform. Broadsr goals rnay also be 
afticulated. For exam pie, one year rny teacher said to me at a first lesson. This year I would Iike to 
see you leam to play fast notes more wxesshlly,' after which 'we' chose m i r e  that 
employed techniques of velocity. This matter of chwsing repertoire is a cornplex one, and not 
without hidden conflicts. 
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Thus, what is taught and how it is taught can easily be inxribed by 

unarticulatecl expectations and assumptions on the part of both individuals 

involved. As these remain unarticulateci, music-leaming and the goals of 

musical knowledge c m  easiiy defauk to quantifiable and 'objective" musical 

products: successful executions of pre-existent pieces of music. Meanwfii le, 

inevitable and sometimes acute conflicts remain hidden and sitent. This affects 

al1 four phases but will become most obvious in the aiird phase. 

The firçt phase is the 'admission" into the specific cultural environment 

called the music lesson, The student knocks at the teacher's studio door to 

announce h i sh r  arrival.10 One of two things wiil occur. The teacher will either 

immediately invite the student in, if the studio is empty, or she wiil ask the 

student to please wait in the hallway until the previous lesson is finished. The 

"privateness" of a student's one-okone time with a teacher seems to be 

protected, even up to the vecy last minutes of a lesson. The cultural setting is re- 

established each week when the teacher admits the student alone into the 

studio. Students often spoke of the lesson using phrases like 'going inn or 

"waiting to go in," often with a sense trepidation and apprehension, ramer like 

going to the dodor when you think sumething might be seriously wrong-11 

The second phase. the "commencement" of the lesson, may occur 

abruptly or gradually. After the student is admitted to a piano leson, skie goes 

directly to the piano from which slhe is expected to play. There are usually two 

pianos in a university piano studio, one for the teacher to we -either to 

accompany a concerto, or to demonstrate a point to a student by playing it. The 

10 This is worthy of noting for its difference f m  students' enbances Rit0 other leaming 
environments. 
1 1 One teacher I k m  was famous for saying by way of welcoming the ne>d student 'Next victim .' 
meant as a joke, of course, but which, considering the number of pianistic and psychological 
casualües who emerged from that studio, seems çomewhat disturbing. 
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M e r  could be called m e  studentç' piano." This is usually the better piano, with 

better sound andlor better keyboard-action. 

If the teacher is reaûy after the student situates himhersel. the lesson 

commences immediately. If the teacher for whatever reason needs a break, 

slhe will excuse himhersetf and the lesson commence upon the teacher's 

return. At this point the teacher is süll in control. Aftef some casual greetings - 
'How are you?" 'Not bad." 'What's been happening?" 'Not much." etc., usually 

initiateci by the teacher- whidi could be catled pre-comrnencement. the teacher 

always continues by asking the student something like: "What do we have 

todav which means 'What do you plan to piay today?" which marks the 

commencement of the music lesson proper. The teacher seems at this point 

seerns to transfer some of hi- control to the student 

There are two things noteworthy about the next event in a lesson's 

commencement First. the student aiways answered in ternis of what piece or 

pieces of music slhe was prepared to play, presumeably chosen from 

previously agreed upon repertoire; for example, '1 think l'II piay the Beethwen 

today." The context for general skill-building and tedinique-leaming seems to 

be a piece of music; the student never came in and asked to learn a technical 

skill: e.g. "Today I want to leam to play rhythmically," or "I want to deveiop finger 

control today." Students invarïably announced which work they were going tu 

play. If the student answered by giving the teacher a choice between two 

pieces, which happened not uncommonly. the teacher answered "Whatever you 

want to play." This is consistent with the second obsenmtion: the teacher rarely 

argued with the student's dioice. She may hint that a certain piece hasn't been 

heard for awhile, the expectation king that midents are working on several 

pieces simultaneously, but the student's choice of a piece to play is honoured 
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by the teacher. 

This exchange comtituting a lesson's commencement provokes çame 

questions, which, if introduœd hem, may help to frarne observations of 

subsequent events of the lesson. The first question has to do with power, not 

simply who has the power. but does one person's power emerge as dominant, 

Le., able to and exercised to control the actions of the other. and how? The 

second question pertains to what exactfy is learned in a music lesson. and 

how? At least two possibilitieç can be condudeci from the above exchange. 

Either 1 is a cultural given that more abçtract musical skilis are taughülearned in 

the context of a repertoire of musical works, or that more general musical skilis 

are not aie focus at all, but only the successful e x m o n  of certain pieces of 

music. Or it could be both. The observable event rnarking the lesson's 

commencement is the shident's response to the tacher's question of what will 

take place in the lesçon, in terms of a musical work. 

The complexity of the third phase fumishes a plethora of possible names. 

The term "production* seems best to capture the exhaustÏng and cornplex 

intenstty of the main body of the lesson. which always involves different 

combinations of instruction, exprimentation, applied psychology and ideology, 

al1 realized through the hard work of both verbalization and musical 

demonstration. Observations seem to indicate h t  the teacher produces the 

lessons, and through them the musical rendions. The student does hisher 

part by cooperating with oie teacher's suggestions and conscientiously (or l es  

conscientiously) practicing the teacher's ideas during the week between 

W n s .  As much as the teacher rnay strive to inspire the student to take 

ownership of hisher own musiornaking. and to encourage students to act 

independently and creatively. most often at the undergraduate level the student 
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seems to remain dependent on the teacher's ideas and guidance in order for 

music-learning to take place. This is not to deenphasite the student's 

important worù of practicing, which represents proportionateiy many more hours 

than the student spends in the music lesson, and rnay appear to be 

autonomous by vime of being unsupervised. However. it would seem that the 

teacher's input during a lesson largeiy dictates not onty what the stucjent 

practices during the rest of the week, but also how sîhe plays. This represents 

another set of assumptims that are rarely explored. namely that the student 

pradc8s privately and autonomously. I have corne to believe that there is vety 

1-Me in the culture of music performance that is "private" per se. 

The production phase begins when the M e n t  starts to play and ends 

approximateiy an hour later at the fourth and final phase, which is the uswlly 

unceremonious "closure" of the lesson. The student remains seated at the 

piano throughout the leççon, and the teacher rnay do any number of things 

while a student is playing --sit in a chair across the room, follow along in 

another copy of the written music, stand behind the student and look over 

hisher shoulder, pace around the room, or any combination of these- 

presurnably, all while listening thoughtfully. The phone rnay ring. there rnay be 

a knock at the door, all of which the teacher rnay or rnay not choose to respond 

to, but the student always remains at the piano, playing, except when listening 

to the teacher's instructions, or when answering questions initiated by the 

teacher. 

From the standpoint of an observer, listening to a peperformance in a 

lesson is like following someone on a joumey: sometimes the vehicle runs 

srnoothly, sometimes there's engine trouble; sometimes the traveller sticks to 

the designated route, sometimes s/he digresses, usually unintentionally ; the trip 
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rnay appear pleasurable, or it may be obviousiy streççful. Occasionafly, the 

student even abandons the ship before the final destination. 

The student typically plays completely through whatever sBie planneâ to 

play, and upon finishing, waits for the tacher to comment Sometimes the 

student does not even look at the teacher in this moment, but pages through the 

music, or even bows himer head and looks at the keyboard, or at hislher 

han&. This moment itseff indicates an assumed power relationship which 

resembles the relationship between a judge and a defendant The teacher 

does not dictate this behaviour expliciüy, so one would think the student could 

change it easily enough with an immediate comment or question, but this does 

not typically happen. The teacher's response may well be to ask the suent to 

comment on the performance, but the student does not offer it without the 

teacher's prompting. The lesson unfolds from here in various ways. 

When the student's playing was going along smoothly, there were fewer 

extraneous actions to observe in the student than when there were problems. 

The student appeared to be concentrating intensely on what s h  was doing. 

çometirnes closing hislher eyes in intense concentration. There rnay or may not 

have been signs of enjoyment, but ewrything pointed to hisBier k i ng  

completely engrossed in the actMty of playing. For example, during one 

lesson, the phone suddenly dattered to the floor from its precarious position on 

a chair and çtartled the student --she jumped- so concentrateâ was she on 

playing . 

The teacher appeared to be equally engrosçed when the student was 

playing with minimal stniggle. During smooth performances, the teacher 

seemed to concentrate to a greater extent on rtre music itself ." when one muid 

observe himlher tapping hisher foot with the pulse of the music, "conductingn or 
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"feeling" the phrases with subtie hand and facial gestures. even pacing badc 

and forth whib listening. One of the stuâents I observecl on a regular basis 

confessed she interpreted the teacher's pacing dunng the performance as 

indicative of pleasure in her performance. and when the teadier sat dl. she 

read it as boredom. Rom an observer's perspective, when aie m e n t  was 

having more trouble playing. the teamer was comparatively still. but certainly 

did not exhibit boredom. One could say that the teacher appeared to be l e s  

intent on Wie music" but more intent on the stuclent, as if trying ta dimb inside 

the student's head. Adrnittedly a teadier's reflections on a suident's 

performance would always be in relation to a certain concept of what the music 

should sound like, but the teacher's energy seemed to be directed diierently 

when the playirg was smooth from when the student was stniggling. 

Typically when a student has finished playing, the teacher. among other 

things. will attempt to cidignose some major proMern with which the student 

seems to be stnrggling. For example. in one lesson, aie teacher stood across 

the room and watched the student for moçt of the performance and then later 

comment&, as part of the diignosis, that the student was too woffled about 

doing it correctly, conquering the notes: "When I heard you working so hard at 

this gorgeous soaring section. it was a dead giveaway." Or, in a different 

lesson, after the student had had a diiicul time playing the piece. the student 

commented The Choraie is giving me no end of trouble," to which the teacher 

replied 'Are you sure 1's not the other way around?". whidi, although it was 

lighthearted and they bdh laughed, was substantially the crux of the problem as 

the teacher heard it. 

ihere was no shortage of things to observe in the student when the 

student was still somewhat unfamiliar with the piece, or was perhaps just 
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experbncing "one of those days." The battom line was that there were many 

mistakes, depertures from the saxe, obviously misplaced notes. Linked to 

these 'accidents," ail rnanner of facial expressions and other body language 

could be observed in the student: disappointecl sighs, rolling eyes, disgusteci 

snorts, groans and other oral noises (induding profaniaes), as well as 

distortions of nose and mouth, ali to comrnunicate a student's displeasure with 

hisnier performance. Sometimes it got so 'mesqt' that the student would stop 

playing, throw hisher ha& up in deçpair (literally) and al1 but beg the teacher 

to intervene. After one lesson in which aie student had to stop in the middle of a 

piece, and never did make it to the end during that lesson, the student saw me 

in the hallway afterward and apologized for 'Ik terrible lesson." This surprised 

me. because I aiought the lessun had gone very smoothly after that, and it had 

seemed to yield some important new tools and ideas, which seemed. in tum, to 

make an immediate differenœ in the ease with which the student played. The 

student had expressed disgust in no uncertain tens at the "trainwreck," but the 

teacher did not seem at al1 alarmed by it and in no way scokled the student or 

expressed any disappointment in the performance; in fact, the teacher had tried 

to encourage the student to keep going: 'Hey, what's this fainting stuffr 

Aithough the student çeemed, from my perspective, to cooperate with the 

teadier's advice successfully and not unhappily for the remainder of the leson, 

later, the student still represented the lesson with apologies for m e  terrible 

lesson ." 

This parücular teacher constantly developed acutely persona1 texts with 

respect to the student's rendering of aie music; in no lesson which I observed 

did interaction stay within the Mun& af "aie pur* musical." Probiems were 

not treated as purely technical problems; in fa* sornetimes a discussion of 
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technique was intentionally postponed until a more basic question had been 

addressed whidi always had more to do with what the student was about than 

with what the music was about. This observation provided an important contrast 

to my own experience of the music leson, in which every Mort seemed to be 

made by well-meaning and very qwlified teachers to treat "the musicn as an 

analyzable object. and my playing of it as an equaliy analyzable tedinical 

object. Problems were diagnosed not inaccurately, but by cornparison to this 

teacher's response. inadequately- musical proMems were not connecîed to a 

larger human context but limited to an issue of finger dextenty, for example. 

One rnight condude that although a teacher needs to be farniliar with the 

standard repertoire and traditions of perforrning it. so that snie can Iisten for 

students to interact with and realize the repertoire in certain ways, s/he seems 

also to need a great deal of skill in interpreting students' inevitable failures to 

fulfill the music in the ways she envisiors. Rareiy will a teacher assume failure 

is simpiy because the student is not musically gifted (although i have heard of 

such devastating comme- king ofiered to students by their teachers). 

Rather, the hard job for the teacher seems to be discerning whether a -dent's 

main problern is laziness andlor lack of attention. or whether despite the 

student's conscientious efforts, she is perhaps constrained by unnecessarily 

negative self-understandings, which in turn shapes both hisher confidence in 

playing and hishr  pracüce habits. Of course, getüng to the bottom of these 

issues is not easy; 1 rnay well be a job too big for the teacher alone. But 1 

seems certain that successful musical performance depends on more than 

strictiy 'technida skill. As a resuit, teaching musical performance seerns to 

require knowledge of more aian the mechanics and the repertoire. 

Although one may describe a lesson in ternis of a routine model. it needs 
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to be emphasized that the music lesson always varies, even when it involves 

the same teacher and student. Sometimes there are working lessons, where 

following the initial performance teacher and student work together on refining 

technical and artistic problems phrase by phrase until time nins out 

Sometimes there are philosophical lessons where the teacher does most of the 

talking, often challenging a student's m a t  basic approach to music making, and 

even linking 1 to hislher approach to life in general. Sometirnes there are very 

tense lessons, where one or both is in a bad mood or having a stressful &y. 

and just doesn't function well in such a vulnerable and personal environment. 

Nearer to important performances, lessons may becorne diances to nin one's 

program, timing it, experiencing the kind of energy required to sustain an entire 

concert as a perfomer. 

The "private" lesson 

Still, afthough one is able to make very few broadly applicable 

generalizations about the music lesson, I have reached two principal 

conclusions as I have tried to organize my participant observation of the lesson 

with my conversations with students and teachers, and with my own reflections. 

The first condusion is that H i l e  the leson appears to be an encounter 

between two people, there are many more than just two voices involved. 

The concept of a "private" lesson is uitimately a deceptive simplification. 

It is used to technically distinguish it from the "masterdassn or the "group" 

tesson, where as a formalized event, it is understood that more than one student 

will perform, and where both one's own performance and the teacher's 

feedback take place in the presenœ of al1 the attendees. This is k m  at 

university as repertoire (rep.) dass, a reguiar pelformance for critical evaluation, 
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but a less risky perfoming environment than a recifal would be. Here stuôents 

share their performance and their teacher's ex$mtise with fellow stuclents who 

are stumng with the same teacher, induding graduate students. But even in a 

instihRionaNy fomalized as such, but severe tensions often resuit from confiicts 

between students' and teachers' expectations. Still further conflicts rsîult from 

misguided or ill-cornmunicated agendas of production established by the 

institution and by the broader musical discourse of whidi the institution is a part. 

Contrary to what aie term 'privaten may lead one to believe, the individual 

student taking the lesson may well be or at hast feel incidental or peripheral to 

what happens in a music lesson. 

The first problem with the designation "private" is that "private" usually 

refers ta that over which an individual has exclusive rights. that which is least 

available to another person. which if transgressed by force becornes a crimiml 

violation, for example. breaking and entering a "private" residence. In the music 

leççon, the pairing of -dent and teacher is sometimes an administrative 

decision, not the choice of üie teacher and student at ail. Furthermore, the 

teacher traditionally possesses dominant power. In conversations. students 

revealed how keenly they were aware of this. Various students offered the 

following comme-: 

A good teacher doesn't teach you about how to play this piece well, or 
how to do this, or how to do mat; he's a person who believes in you, and 
is always there. no matter how bad it is, or how good it is. He gives you 
inspiration just for you as a person, not necessarily as a person who 
plays. 

There needs to be an encouragement factor there, so that you dont 
leave [the music lesson] feeling like "1 can't do mis." 
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I think that the most intimate relaüonship you can have is with your 

piano teacher, because you go there and play, and he's always there if 
you're playing well. or playing bad. if you're depresseci . . . , and that gives 
him incredible power to hurt you or manipulate you. and a good person 
and a good prof and a good teacher would never take that which you do 
againçt you. I think that's incredibiy important, because p u  want to be 
able to play what cornes out naturally and not have to feel defensive. 

Music is just my way of bang myself. 

I feel I change as a person, and then I realize how the piano changes 
with me. 

What my teacher does is points out the problem, but he doesn't always 
leave you feeling that you can sdve this problem. He points out the 
problern, he c m  tell you what causes the problem and çometimes he can 
work through it with you, but a lot of times he does not bother to work 
through it wioi you. So you go away feeling srnalier. 

You walk in, and there's this idea that now you're in university, every- 
Ming is going to change, that "now we'll teach you how to really play" as 
if what you were doing before was Mickey Mouse stuff. 

The problem here is that the teacher-student relationship is like a 
mamage: you put two different personalities, two difïerent vievupoints - 
everything is 6Ïerent- togethet, and then one is in a position of power 
to bot ,  which isn't like a mamage, but the separation proces is just as 
painful, especiaily for the one who has been injured. 

The teachers to whom I spoke also expresed understanding of the 

potenüally harmful fallout from the relationship between student and teacher, 

empathiu'ng with the position the stuâent feels himîherself to be in. One teacher 

There's a real need in a lesson for the student to feei that no matter 
what aiey [sic] have just done, it has some kind of worth. and that they 
have personal worai.. . thtas how we're made, and t the music is 
personal, it's like you just put your lime self on a keyboard and said 
"Here I am, Master." The Master should have some gratitude for whatJs 
just been done. 
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One teacher specificalty talked about try~ng to avoid producing casuaities 

-students who over the murse of time lose their desire and freedom to play: 

It's al1 the aiings money canY b y. The university has policies about 
what my responsibilities are comrning my students, and everything I 
do which is over and above what rny job descri-ption says is what rnakes 
the experience a valuable one. But the moment you put al1 that in a 
policy, then I stop giving it. 

Undoubtedy, no teacher is trying to do damage to himer stucbnts, 

although occasionally one wonders. One study done at the University of 

Toronto asserted that 'music shidents are subjected by same teachers to verbal 

or motional abuse that can drive them away from the perfoming arts" 

(Edmonton Journal, 22 November 1997). Sometimes the dialogue which 

happens in the course of a music lesson seems to be a thinly disguised 

diplornatic means for the teacher to have hisfher way wioi a student, effecting 

obedience, but not trust or respect. The latter values, it seems, can only result 

from a dialogue conceived as a way of life, as an end in itself (Gardiner 1992: 

137).12 

'Private" is not only a misnomer because it refers to a context of 

prescribed intimacy between two people, rather than an individual's terrain. It 

also does not express the concept that other voices corne into play in the 

exchange of a music lesson. some of which are not difFicu% to encounter. I have 

discemeci four dierent kinds of voiœs in the music lesson, each kind of voiœ 

representing potentially more than one person, sometimes many. 

The first category contains voices belonging to previous music teachers 

of the M e n t .  A teacher in a music lesson, wheaier aware of it or not, is 

12 As musical discourse is unequniocally magnetized to its M e n  represenbtions, and alço 
depends heavily on persans intemcüng in reaî time around these texts, the Gardiner is heipful. 
He engages Bakhtinian critique to explore the rdationship of language to the p o l i  of its 
interpretation, obsenn'ng and witiquing practices by which voices becorne authontative. 
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potentially engaged in dialogue with all the previous music teachers a student 

has ever had. For example, the teacher whom I observed, on more than one 

occasion, made the comment: uThere's nothing worse than the old technique - 
'first you fearn the notes; then you leam the music.' Leave that devil behind 

you. because it doesnJt work." I obsenred in the studentJs response aiat she 

understood exam what the teadier was talking about. I certainly did. That 

comment brought back a host of memones for me, the observer. of previous 

teadiers of mine who taught according to the prOSCnbed phibsophy. 

ln another lesson, the teacher was trying to help a M e n t  play a 

particular section of a pÏeœ less 'academicaliy" and with more abandon. The 

teacher suggested to the student a totally different scenario from the music 

lesson context, Çpecifically a dimly lit night club or Party, where instead of his 

teacher's listening to him, two beautiful women were listening to hirn play this 

particular d o n .  It took several tries More the skident achieved the kind of 

freedom and generosity of sound the teacher envisioned. On the first try, the 

teacher stapped the student with *Uh-oh. she just lost interest." Each time the 

student tried. the sound got a Iittle better. and finally when it was much doser to 

what the teacher envisioned, the teacher asked the student, "Now why can't you 

play like that at your lesson? What [who] told you that you needed to play 

intellectualiy hereY It is not impossible that sorne former teacher had told the 

student, implicitly or explicitiy, to approach lessons in an intellectual way. An 

observer couldn't know without asking (and I didnlt) whether or not it was 

intentional; but intemonaily or not, the teacher had engaged in dialogue with 

former teachers. I ako had no way of knowing whether or not çtudents found 

such comments offensive. trapping them between their loyaity to previous 

teachers, and their desire to please the present one. 
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The second category of voiœs is typicaily made most explicit in the music 

leson, nameiy previous music teachers af the teadter, and other high profile 

experts respecteci by the teacher. Comments like 'My teachef -sometimes 

they are narned, sometimes not- "used to say.. .", or '1 heard Murray Perahia in 

an interview once, and he said something very interesting.. .", or "It's like 

Schnabel always said.. . ." These voiœs also are a part of the dialogue in a 

lesson. On the positive side, one could see this to be a professionalizing of the 

student's work. linking it in çome way wiai the work of a leading performer, and 

thus complimenthg the çtudent by taking himher as seriously as someone 

more prominent Occasionally this rnay be the case. However, more often the 

student is not playing as the teacher wants, and those same comments can 

amount to namedropping, whereby a teacher plugs himiherseIf into a larger 

tradition to lend strength to hislher agenda, potentialiy manipulating students to 

surranâer something they may have worked out very mrefully. 

The third category of voices is some construction of the voiœ of the 

composer, the usually deceased person who wrote the piece the student is 

playing. This voice becornes very tricky to distinguish from the voice of the 

teacher, because in the music lesson context, the teacher most often has the 

power with which to contextualize the music "in the composer's voice." For 

example, in one lesson that I observeci, the teacher asked the student to 

articulate what her idea of the piece was, acknowledging that met imes  such 

articulation sounds trite. When the student offered an answer that was in some 

measure inadequate, -she said she aiought it was %ad"- the teacher began 

the corrective or instructive part of the conversation with "When you look at 

Beethoven's whole output, Beethoven is seldom actually sad." The teacher 

then demonstrated on the other piano a part of a completely diierent 
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composition by Beethoven which seemed characterizeable as "sad," but Men 

the teadier continued: 

When Beethoven writes appassionata when he is in his rniddle peflod. 
when he is going through turmoil. it means something different than after 
he has gone airough turmoil. When he is wrif ng this. he has only a few 
years left to live. I clan? imagine anything except a tremendous desire to 
experience whatever is left of the joy of Mng. I cm1 hear sadness in.. . 

and the teacher played the opening line of the sonata the çhident has just 

This kind of conversation is not at al1 uncornmon in the music lesson. It is 

vaguely historical, but more glaring in my view is the way in which it - 
unintentionally perhaps-"erasesn the student's words, al1 the more troubling 

because those words were solicited by the teacher. This is in and of itself a 

laudable action, but when the responçe is one of erasure, the result seems 

disrespectrul, even violent. The teacher responded by appealling to an 

institutionally sanctioned view of music history-the same view that undoubtedly 

govems the teacher's own playing of these works-in order to help the student 

understand how to play a piece of music. This allowed the teacher to combine 

"historical" knowledge with some imagination (and probably some experience) 

of getting older and to produce "the voice of the composer." Furthemore, 

whether or not the teacher was interesteâ in what made the student describe 

aie music as %adln mis persona1 meaning was not explored or even validateci. 

Instead, the teacher offered a meaning of the music that transcendeci this 

personal rneaning, a move consistent with what Lydia Goehr chscribes as 

typical of a "romanticn aesthetic, away from ?he worldly and the particular to the 

spiritual and universal" (Goehr 1992, 153). This is part of the teacher's 
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The fourth group of voices could be described as pure transference. 

They are other influential voices the student has encountered in hislher life, and 

they men becorne a part of aie texis established in aie music lesson, namely 

parents. spouses, oîher significant adults (grandparents, godparents, undes, 

aunts, etc.), rninisters and other religious leaders, and school teachers to name 

a few. One could aiready hear some of these voices in how the çtudents spd<e 

of their teachers. particulariy where the -dent had been hurt by an abuse of 

power. for example, "The proMern here is that the teacher-SEUdent relationship 

is like a marnage." This at least partially explains some students' dread, even 

terror of the lesson. One student admitted that for aie first N o  years of university 

and part of her third year sh8 was terrifieci to go to her lesson. "I'd sit outside 

those lessons and shake, 1 was just scared to go in them." Amther saident said 

when I asked, "1 don? think I"ve felt quite as nervous about lesons Mis year, 

because I think that I've just sort of given up on mysel. But I süll get in there and 

think 'I'm going to start playing' and my hands are shaking and things like that." 

A friend of mine who eventualiy quit aie program told me she feit she had to 

psyche herse1 up for her leson for half the week and recover from it the other 

half, repeating the cycle week upon stressful week. 

I hasten to add that a student rnay well rnistake the teacher for the 

institution, and if institutional expectations are feeling burdençome to a student, 

slhe may interpret it as an unreaçonable or impossible-to-please teacher. It is 

often diffi~cult for a student to distinguish where one ends and the other begins, 

especially if previous experiences w l h  authority have b e n  in any measure 

negative. Indeed, the tacher hirn/herseP rnay have yet to distinguish self frorn 

instituti-on, and should she embark on such a project, that distinction may be 

politically extremely ditficul and require a great deal of persona1 sacrifice. 
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For exarnple, the year More I embarked on this stuûy, the music 

department held a concerto event in which the university orchestra learned two 

concertos, each with three movements, and six different student perfoners 

were each assigned a movement The procedure that the piano teachers had 

agreed upon was that students would not audition for this event. but would be 

chosen based on their final juried performance of the year before. The six 

students were sirnply notified that thsy had been chosen to play. A year later, 

this surfaceci in conversations I had with one of the students who had perfomed 

in this event She had angrily cooperated with the event rnainly because she 

thought that to dedine the i-tion would mean that her tacher would lower 

her mark. What I'm sure was intended by the teacher as an honour or reward, 

was at this point in the student's life an obligation about which she was not 

consulted and which caused a great deal of unsoliciteci stress. I discovered in 

conversation with one of her friends that she had been angry and resentful 

toward her teacher moût of the year because of this, but she couldn't muster the 

courage to express how manipulated she felt by having aiat performance forced 

on her, because she feared the teadier wouM punish her in some way. 

Meanwhile, the teacher remained ignorant 

While students may be reticent or even unable to discusç such issues 

with their teachers, they certainly talk arnongst thernselves. offering one another 

substantial support and encouragement. whidi, as Henry Kingsbury has 

demonstrateci is a significant ingredient within the culture of a music department 

(Kingsbury 1988, 1991). However, it seems that in order for the music lesson to 

rernain a positive learning envkonment, the teacher needs to be aware of these 

strvggles and accept responsibility for %me masure of persona1 interaction in 

a student's life, certainly doing everything possible to enhanœ a student's 
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freedom to approach himnier for reçolution of difficuities which are bound to 

arise in such an intimate reiatimhip. This may be as small as engaging 

differences in points of view with a student's previous teachers, or as large as 

ansuering a student's discomfort with what the teacher requires of them. 

Regardles, there seerns to be liMe value in pretending the lesson is a "private" 

@air when 1 so cieariy is conneded to other vuices. and ulrnately is axinected 

to a practice of the musical arts that is public and permanent (Goehr, 11 1). 

The silent confllcts 

Professional sensibilities set forth by the institution and the society at 

large furVler complicate the articulation of these tensions resulting from the 

cornplex constitution of the 'private" lesson. Both teadiers and students 

stniggle to express these problems, even to objective parties, let alone to one 

another. There seems to be a reticence to engage such tensions because they 

necessarily becorne at some level personal. not strictly "professional." This 

leads to my second condusion: that these tensions not only resul from the 

cornplexities in expectations and realizations of the "private" lesson, but more 

fundamentally because the music lesson is approached as a formalized space, 

not as a dynamic and unique encounter between two people and al1 their 

persanal, historical, and unknown richness. 60th teacher and stuâent would 

typically assume that s/he kmws what the lesson is about. In order to create an 

environment in which these tensions can more easiiy resolve themselves, both 

teacher and student would need to approach the lesson as strangers. Each 

woutd do well to assume that çnie does not know what the lesson is about, does 

not know what repertoire is reasonable and appropriate, does no? understand 

what to expct of the Other, does not know what the Other expects of hirnher, 
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does not know what will be leamed, and more irnportantly, does not know how it 

will be learned. 

My concem with reconstlllcfing the music l e s o n  a l~ns  me with the 

discourse of critical peâagogy which vatiously theorizes about and argues for 

more progressive and radical pedagogical pradice, although the su- with 

which these practiœs eventuate into practical realities is argwble. These 

theofles and arguments are themselves cornplex and not without both 

theoretical and pradcal tensions, but scholars herein at least seek to explore 

the how of learning, mt just the what. Paulo F reire is one such scholar whose 

work has b e n  influential in this regard, and who argues for the transformation 

of the classfoom which is similar to my vision for the music lesson. 

Authentic help means that al1 who are involved help each other mutually, 
growing together in the cornmon effort to undetstand the reality which 
they seek ?O transform. Only through such praxis-in which those who 
help and those who are being helped help each other sirnultaneously- 
c m  the act of helping becorne free from the distortion in which the helper 
dominates the helped. (quated in hooks 1994,s) 

The onus for establishing this kind of approach it would seem falls largely 

to the teacher because of the cultural position of authority slhe occupies. A 

student who has not experienced more progressive pedagogy would typically 

approach the lesson passively, placing him/hersel in the teacher's hands, 

hoping, expecting, assuming the teacher will make çamething out of him/her, 

and that the main job d a 'good" student is to adopt the teacher's ideas without 

question, and seek the teacher's validation for his/her own ideas. 

Unfortunately, many teachers have traditionally depended on students' 

passivity and feel uncornfortable or threatened by a student who has culüvated 

and acquired ideas of hisîher own and is capable of some degree of autonomy. 
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Critical pedagogies aspire to develop such students, aittiough even committed 

critical pedagogues admit that the pradiœ of these ideals is often risky and 

uncornfortable (Gore 1993). A change of pedagogical approach seems to 

require articulation and discussion between teacher and student in order to 

accomplish its goals and the procesç of change is never easy, even when it is 

cornrnunicated creatively with respect and humility. 

Traditional approaches to the need for change in a university music 

student on the ottier hand have &en been ckstmcüve and even abusive. One 

student I interviewed had a honendous university experience of music and tu 

this day finds it difficult to enjoy playnig. She recounted corning to university 

and at her first lesson being asked by her teacher for a Iist of the repertoire she 

had played in the previous three years. She had been with a teacher 

previously who encuuraged her to leam as much music as possible; she 

estimateci that at any given time, she would be working on at least fiïeen 

pieces. So she had pages of repertoire that she had played in the last three 

years. Her teacher çcoSfed at this Iist when it was presented, and as mwh as 

said, 'That's fine, but now we'll show you how really to play." One of major 

changes thrust on the student was a drastic reducüon of the number of pieces 

she was working on, from somewhere over f i e n  to four. These four pieces 

were al1 she was alloweâ for the entire year of iessons, although she confessed 

to me that she secretiy worked on other stuff to keep herseif going. 

This proved to be the tip of a formidable iceberg of confiicts she was to 

encounter. After more than a year of very stressful lessons, in desperation the 

student requested the administration for a change of teacher and after çome 

resistance was assigned a new teacher. At her first performance for this new 

teacher, the teacher anmunced that "If there's one thing we can work on this 
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par, it's to change your sound, to exparid your sound." Things went along 

somewhat better for awhile. 8ut the student slowly began to becorne frustrated. 

The student recalled: 

lt was very graduai. I just stopped feeling. I felt like I was tnidging 
slower and slower and slower, and it was getting harder and harder 
and harder. and there was no music Ie4t Every =und was being 
analyzed and I just never did it right . . .but I think that the end for me 
was that I lost the motivation to play. I never wanted to be the dMne 
interpreter of Beethoven sonatas. I just wanted to be moved, and I 
realized that it takes preparation and logical thought and al1 the things 
[my teacher] did so mucti of, but undemeath 1 all. there has to be 
çomething in me that says, 'I want it to sound this way.' . . . I lost al1 that 

One of the issues about whidi a stuclent often feels sihe m ust not argue 

or question but must simply comply, is the choice of repertoire. Of al1 the 

instruments for which music has been written, the piano repertoire is one of the 

largest. From this vast repertoire, a core of " m a t  and potatoesw fepertoire has 

b e n  estaMished historicaliy as central and ablutely necessary to every 

pianists repertoire; there simply are no vegetarians, so to speak. This proceçç 

is lousy with political agendas which for many years, as I understand it from a 

relative newcomer's perspective, were not brought into musical discussions. 

Music was thought to transcend m a l  issues like racial discrimination. class 

dominance, and aie privilege of one's gender. Excellence was a category 

thought to be innate to a piece of music, and aie "tirneles classicsn -aiways in 

ternis of a "musical work" or product (A la Lydia Goehr)-were such by virtue of 

their intrinsically higher quality. When these agendas are institutionalized, an 

evaluation of students at least partially by what repertoire they are playing 

eventuates. A suent is not taken ~enously unless s/he is studying first of all 

musical compositions çelected from this standard repertoire, and secondly 
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pieces which are recognized to represent a certain degree d dificulty.~3 

Students and tead78rs alike in aie music institution are measured to some 

degree according to their repertoire. For exarnple, w b n  a pianist auditions for 

a university position as an applied piano teadier, R will be more impressive to 

play the big "he-piecesu from the repertoire (e-g., the 'Hammerklavief Sonata, 

Gaspard de la Nuit, the Liszt B-minor Sonata) than it would be to play distinctive 

renditions of "she-piecesn of the repertoire (e-g., the Children's Corner, Moment 

Musicaux, or Chopin Nocturnes). 

This issue of choiœ of repertoire arose in one conversation with a 

student and seemed to inter- with another important assumption, which 

combined to produce for this student a conflict that remained hidden in the 

music lesson context, but became increasingly probkmatic for the student Her 

entire third year of university is rnarred by her struggle to play one of the 

imposing çonatas wtitten by Chopin. She expfained: 'lt's funny how one piece 

can really destroy your Me, because it was the main piece I was playing the 

whole year and I based my entire xhool lie around this piece. It was too hard, 

and I still think it's too hard. 1 don? think I'd like to play it again for six or seven 

years." Site told me that her tacher chose the piece for her. and she felt she 

could not argue, even aiough her instinct when she first listened to a recording 

of the piece was that, as beauoful as it was, and as much as she wanted to play 

it, she didn't think she %ad it in her" at the time. The teacher's choice of 

repertoire for this student was undoubtedly rnulti-faœted and cornplex, but 

because evaluation in this culture seems to be based at least partially on the 

repertoire a person plays, a potential danger seems to eMst for teadiers to 

13 AS a woman. l remernber feeling some combination of amusement and pity when I heard 
particularly my male student friends talking about what pieces they were playing much as rny non- 
mudcai brothers would talk about how much iron they pumped that day or who kicked whose a s  
in the hockey garne. Music has its own sgecia breed of machisrno. 
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compte with one another or with the rest of the musical world by making sure 

that students are playing the 'big repertoire, without accurately assessing the 

cost to the student. 

Regardless of a student's aspirations and intentions toward music or the 

playing of his/her instrument, 1 is assumed aiat everyone will perform regularly 

in 'repertoire (rep.) classesn and "juriesn at the end of each tem. Much of what 

happens in the music leçson is aimed at producing successful public 

performances in aiese two main venues. In addition, çaidents majorhg in 

performance must perfon a 'junior" recital in the third year, followed naturally 

by a "seniof recital in the fourth year. Serious fourth year students will need to 

consider preparing an audition program to take to schools of choiœ for further 

study. Even students not on a performance trac& often feel pressure to give a 

recital or to play a certain kind of repertoire in order to be taken seriousty as a 

musician by their t e a c h e r s ~ a l i y  their applied music teacher-, by their 

pers, and by the insti0tuüon. 

The stress seems to be produceci by the combination of these elernents: 

very difficult repertoire and aie student's felt expectation that dhe needs to "pull 

it ofP" in a public performance within the year. Furaienore, there is often felt to 

be a great deal at stake when one perfoms anything publicly, let alone a piece 

that the snident feels is too hard. The whole experience becornes risky and 

ternfying for the performer, and to a lesser degree for the audience. When the 

apparent goal of the music lesson and a student's personal practice time is a 

product ditficuit enough and sufficientiy well perfomed to be worthy of formal 

public performance, &dents testify to feeling consumed by "the piece." 

One of the conflicts which is afti~~lated over and over by the conflicts and 

assumptions already mernoneci is be-n institutional objectives and 
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procedures, on the one hand, and the establishment of a music leson which is 

bettet able to adapt to ind~duaîs on the other hand. In one conversation with a 

group of students, I initiatecl both soma reflection on how their pre-university 

expectations were or were not realized, as well as some fantasking about what 

could be betîer about the experience of eaming a music âegree at university. 

One older student who had a large studio of students in her home came to 

university expecting the same creative teaching experience that she and her 

local teacher coibagues strove b offer their sftidents. She reflected "1 guess 

because I'm a teadier, I thought the teachers here would be like we were, only 

more sa And they're actually l e s  so in the teacher sense. but more in the 

musician sense." But the same student offered a complementary refledi~on on 

the e x p e n e ~  which took the spotlght off the teacher and put it on aie 

institution. 

I dont k m  that university teachers have to be anything difïerent than 
what they are, because [sigh] I think the university is a place for higher 
learning. It's not a place that is supposed to fix you up. or wreck you; 
you're supposed to get what you can out of it Even though my own 
philoçophy of teaching is such that l would always think about my 
teaching, I think that for a university teacher who does not think this way. 
and bels no need to change, then Vs up to the stuâents to get what they 
can out of it. Certainly a university music department is not oie place for 
everybody; definitely. definitdy rot.. . I don't know that there is such a 
thing as a humane music department. I don't know if it's possible. They 
just need bodies to fiIl the program. 

The institution's responsibility to the individual is not a new conflict. Her 

comment çeems to me either immençely gracious or patheticaliy resigned. The 

authority of the institution seems to have a signifiant centerpoint in the 

relationship between the applied teacher and student, aithough is not Iimited to 

this arena. I will never forget one university teadier's openly dedaring in a 
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dassroorn that the students at the University of Alberta were "not up to aie 

standard" of a çchool like McGilI, dearly resenting the fact that he was teaching 

at a school with "lower standards." What this teacher did not know was that 

there were students sitting in the dass that had been accepted to the program at 

McGill and had chosen to come instead to the University of Alberta. Sudi 

expliciüy derqatory comments, as weli as more implicit expectations of 

standards to which students feel they must measure up, need to be owned by 

the institution of hgher learning, and in the best interests of the M e n t ,  

tempered with some compassion at some level, quite possibly in the music 

lesson. But as Jennifer Gore (1 993. p.8) astuteiy argues with regard to the 

academy's concrete political cornmitment to âiierentiation and growth in the 

discourses of feminist and cntical theory. I wouM like to point out that any 

cornmitment to re-evaluating the means and goals of music pedagogy at the 

university faces a struggle against the cornpetitive impulse of both academic 

culture and society as a whok 

It is very easy for a student to feel that sRie is being 'messed with." This 

is not the kind of change that I am advocating. It seems that in order for positive 

and constnicove change to occur in the stuâent (and not less in the teadier, 

although that is not a part of the university mandate), the music lesson 

environment must be established actively as a new experience. concerned with 

change, yes, but change which is rooted in the student's history - past, present, 

and future. As important as any change mich may occur in the music leçson is 

the ability in the student's mind to distinguish between %ho 1 amn and "who the 

teacher is." A teadier rnay sincereiy want a student to increase in hislher 

confidenœ and power to play; but if the music lesson is not estabfished as an 

environment in which obstacles to that goal can be articulated, understood, and 
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overcome, the student will continue passively to obey the teacfier's suggestions 

and to relinquish hiçBier abilities and even musical destiny into the teacher's 

hands. Or the student will wash -Ml1 becorne so frustrated and discouraged 

that dhe  will lose the desire to play at all. The process of establishing a more 

interactive, personal-vulnerablsand l e s  fomalized lesson environment is 

difficult and other cntical pedagogues have voiced their fear upon reaiizing 

what a significant influence aiey potentially have on a çtudent, such that the 

entire course of hislher life could change. Not to mention the battle it is for 

some teachers to aliow students' voices to exist unsilenced, unbelittied and 

unpunished for voicing a different point of view, or for çtniggling to accept a 

project or concept It is one thing to theonze about interactive dassrwms and 

learning environments; in some cases it is quite another to act in sudi a way as 

to promote them concretely. 

The Music Lesson and Transcendence 

"Ail music is cuught betureen preseruation of tfze o&i wys and redefinition in 
the pment. Tire new musicicvts mqgniZe this fernion -- it is the dnuncrtic subtext ofglobal 
music. 13rey are articulate abotlt it, and for the mast part they have corne to a consemm we 
m u t  i r o m  our sowces. The eiders don't wunt us to be tkm,  thqy want us to be us, but we 
m u t  kmw their stury, and remember it, and utderstand ours as a continuation of theim." 

- W.A. Mathieu; liner notes of CD Planet Soup (1 995) 

The conflict of "standardsw brings me to the final summary of my 

observations of the music lesson and provides a transition into a theoretical 

inquiry of how and why "tramndence" is established as aie goal of musical 

knowledge and experience. I will indude observations of three different 

aspects of transcendence in the music leçson, but first some contextualization is 

warranted. 

If one were to group together al1 the musicians of Canada, for example. 
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and mate from them a continuum of musical literacy, Le., people who can read 

some form of written mu&. the musical culhire at a university would represent 

the exûeme of the greatest literacy, albeit limited to a certain type of m e n  

notation. University music cultures would cease to exist without witten notation. 

It is variously referred to as 'The notes," "the score," 'the music," me book." or 

'what the composer indicated." The opp i t e  extreme in the continuum would 

represent musicians to whom a wntten musical sign wouM mean M i n g ,  who 

constnict their world of music according to a code which does not imrolve 

m e n  signs as the main point of reference. There are important differences 

between the two extremes of the continuum, not in ternis of sophistication, or 

wmplexity, or excellence, but in ternis of the mode 05 music's preservation, and 

henœ the possibility for repetiüon (and conversely, the scope for 

transformation). The m e n  code significantiy impacts the structure of the music 

lesson. 

Typicaily. teaching a student to read and render the score "conectly" is 

the teacher's chief responsibility in the music lesson. RigM from the first lesson 

where the student begins to leam hisnier "do, re, mi's," so to speak, right 

through to the university music lesson and beyond. correctly translating the 

written code into "what the composer intend@ has tradiüonally been the 

student's main concern. 

However, th& process is not as transparent as it soumis. Music is not just 

a matter of matching the right signs with the right notes on the piano, anymore 

than language c m  be describecl comprehensively as correct spelling and 

syntax. Music is thought by musicians and music appredators alike to be every 

bit as expressive as spoken language, in fact more so. because music does not 

function as language does to designate objedç. Furthemore, music exists 
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primarily as an historiml collection of "musical works." As a result, as Lydia 

Goehr has engagingiy argued (1 992, p.3). 'musicai works," while at least 

partial@ defined and designated by their m e n  fom, are not identical with their 

score. The "expressive" properties m t  be ambuted to #e saxe but can 

only be realized in performance. which in turn is also not equal to the 'musical 

work." Just as written laquage has been çeparated traclitionaliy into signaiers 

and signaieds and adapted to scientific models of "objectiven analysis. the "art" 

of music has been separatecl out of the "science" of music in formal music 

learning, the "art" of music supposedly the chief domain of the music lesson. 

and academic music disciplines more "objectiveu and scientific. Hence, the 

music lesson concems &el with realizing the expressive properties of the 

musical work in a performance taking place in real time. 

However, the music leçson does not concern itsel only with the 'art" of 

music; the music lesson depends completely on the socalled scientific skills of 

reading, analyzing, interpreting, and intemalizing the written details of the 

score, such that the "musical w o M  is honoured and respectfuliy repeated. 

Hence the first observation is the place of Wtten musical notation in the music 

lesson. One rnay obser\Fa both how it is talked about and how it is practiced. 

Wlh such ambiguities regarding the existence of the music in question, 

one may well imagine that linguistic practices surrounding the written score 

would also be somewhat puuling. It is not uncornmon for a student to ask the 

teacher if s/he wants "the musicn if playing from memory; at the same time the 

teacher may speak of "the musicn as being a way of rendering the score that is 

connected to an emotional context in the çtudent, as distinct from "aie notes," as 

in the aforementioned decried adage f i rs t  you leam the notes, then you learn 

the music." The teacher may encourage goals of playing 'beyond the music," 
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much as an actor is coached to go beyond the worcfs of a script. One aiing that 

is cornmon to ail the references is a sense of limitation in the notation. The fact 

that we study music performance at ail would seem to indicate that music in 

M e n  fom is an inadequate form of expression. We need to Danslate it into 

sound. 

One device the teacher often uses is helping the student to translate the 

music into words. Teachers and students alike seem to feel awkward about 

this. Putong words to wordless music seems trite or cOntn*veâ or ferninine - in 

çome way an inadequate representation of the music. In one lesson after a 

student had pfayed Debussy's L'Me Joyeuse. the kacher cornmenteci. 'We 

should talk about the piece. I suspect that you Iike it." The student agreed. The 

teacher continuecl by asking the student, 'Can you tell me why' Where doeç it 

take you? The m e n t  answered as if he had already thought about it a good 

deal, "1 see pictures: we're out at sea, moming sunrise. maybe dolphins, 

everything is waking up.. . ." The teacher interjected, 'Ooooo, aiat's good," 

obviously pleased. '...the's an airplane fiying over me sea, and then there's a 

bit of a Storm, a tornado on the island ahead, the trees are blowing furiously. 

And then the sun cornes out again in the end." The teacher commented 

enthu~ia~cally, That's very good. Now, if you were to write this dom.. .", the 

student finished for the teacher ".. .it would be yow opinion.' 'Yes," the teacher 

concurred, "feelings, which are very important when you are talking about the 

meaning of music." But the teacher then went on in the lesson to help the 

student 'leam to look at the score without prejudice," Le., not to allow his 

imagination to rninimize or neglect the composer's indications. On the one 

hand the teacher was pleased with the student's articulations and imaginations 

and encouraged them, but in the end they could not overshadow or conflict with 
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some universal sense couched as m a t  the composer indicated." At one point 

the teacher gave, as it were, a nde of thumb, =Ast remernber generaily in music. 

unl0.s a composer indicates a pause or a nt, dyvwmics vary but the pulse 

goes on." 

Tuming the music into words is useful on one hand to stimulate the 

student's imagination, but only so long as the student controls hisher 

imagination with respect for SHhat the composer indicated." That is the balance 

which it seemed the teacher sought to inspire in the lessons which I observeci. 

The presupposition is that these compositions are musical amasterwork~a and 

have plenty of room wiaiin them just aie way the composer wrote them for us to 

put Our imaginations to work and 'make them our orna so to speak. To fail to 

realize the score in any way is to disrespect the greatness of the ~~mpositions. 

This is a wmplex agenda which is too invoived to &&le in detail in the scope of 

this paper, but which Lydia Goehr explores provocatively in her discussion of 

the regulative effects of 'the workconcept." 

Usually, however, the harder job for the teacher from my perspective as 

an observer was to get a student to articulate hisiher imagination. The teacbr 

desaibed to me in one conversation the difficulty encountered sometimes when 

to operate according to the philoçophy 'What do I have to do to get it, and how 

will I be punished if I dontm Students seem to have leamed in earlier years of 

study to "obey" the score in a sort of designatory onedimensional way. In the 

music as "sad." the teacher, instead of pursuing her word, tried to get the 

M e n t  to think in more complex categoties: 

1 think we're thinking of the same thing, but we're using diferrent words. 
To categorize something as 'sad' seems to necessarily contrast it with 
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'happy.' There is a tremendous exuberance in sadness, tremendous 
passion - 'let's smell aie roses whiie we cm.' It is as ineffective as 
talking about categories of forte and piano. That ignores al1 the things 
that can happen in piano - anger, excitement, longing. etc. 

Whiie the comment seemed an attempt to validate the student (while at the 

same time stripping her descriptive labd from the discussion). it inioated a 

distinct move away from local meaning toward more universal ternis. The 

ensuing conversation focussed mt on what may have made the student cal1 the 

piece %ad," but on a more universal and çophisticated definition of "sad" that 

undoubtediy served the teacher's pu- better than the çhident's. In fact. the 

student's purposes were never really explored. 

In another tesson, aie teacher articulated another aspect of interaction 

with the written by inmng the student "Whenever anyoiing is repeated it has 

to be Iived. It has to be like life. It is an active thing, you don? photocopy it five 

times." The most interesthg thing about this instruction was that it was 

important enough for the teacher to wnte it in the stuclent's score. One muld 

understand that merely to be a means of jogging the student's memory, but the 

linking of 'a musical law" with the action of wmng it down seemed indicative of 

the weightier rank of the m e n  in its power to evoke obedience. It is not 

uncornmon for the teadier to write important instructions in the student's score. 

The writing d musical laws aside. the connedng of the written with the 

"lived" will be a significant theoretical point in contextuaking the power of 

words with the power of speakers and how the rigM to signw cornes about: 

Michael Gardiner (1992) with the aid of ûakhtin explains hCHH written codes tenâ 

to be Trozenn more easily by authoritarian styles of govemance, distilled into 

dogma, and interpreted in a purely theoreticai way, quantif'iabiy COmCt  

according to certain agendas or codes, but unconvincing according to others. 
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This conflict of codes was exemplified by two wonderful comments the teacher 

made in another lesson, a complementary kind d "musicai law." mich 

incidentaliy was not written in the score. One tesson was spent trying to explain 

rhythm to a student as something more tflan correct durationai values. The 

climactic comment was: 

There's one thing 1 think you should know about rhythm. You cannot 
control rhythm with that wonderful IQ that you have. You c m  guide it, 
and prepare R, but rhythm is like k ing  in motion. After your brain sen& 
up the inçtniction, Ys the natural forces in your body that make it happen. 
We smart people have got to remember that we can't do everything 
with that part of wr brains. 

Later in the lesson Ï t  was even stronger: 'Get your brain out of the way! I want 

to feel something - this is not a aieory class." 

One of the most important maxirns the teacher consistently sought to 

emphasize was that music needs to connect with Me in a holistic way. 

However, this couM not involve ignoring (Le. disrespecting) the wrïtten code, or 

taking it any less seriously. At the same time. reading music and realizing it 

succeçsfully cwM not be a passive achivity, rather an active one that did not 

transgress certain ill-def ined limitations. Students are taught that music, as with 

any m e n  code, needs the performer's active imagination and hidher 

concentrated and cornmitteci bodily presence in order to be as significant as it 

can be, even aiough the enbproduct often seerns to strive to obliterate (Le. 

transcend) the body of the performer. (Goehr 1 992, Cusick 1 994) Treatement of 

this issue varies wnsiderably from teacher to teacher. Sorne teadiers do not 

emphasize "the emotional content" of the music and of music making as much 

as others, but in the leççons I observed it came up over and over, and I suspect 

that music's emotional content is not a foreign concept to anyone in a music 

department Degrees of emphasis aside, this delicate and ill-defined balance 
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between the music student's creative interaction and respectful repetition is one 

source of difficutty and frustration. 

Thus emerges the second observation of transcendence in the leson, 

specificaliy the linking of the 'ernotionai content" of the music to a superior or 

transcendent performance. This issue is doseiy reiated to imagination and 

"living" te* within written ones. The biggest question conceming this issue (to 

which I do not have an answer) is why ernotion would be linked to transcendent 

performance or me music's uttirnate meaning." it would seem that expression 

of emotion would emphasize exactiy the opposite of transcendence or other- 

worldiness, namely our vulnerable embodied existence. 

The music leçson itself is an emotionally charged place. Comments 

previously cited, sudi as "king moved by the music," and 'feelings k i n g  

important when we talk about the meaning of music," are delivered in a mode 

characterized by strong feeling. As a stuclent, I used to guage my emotional 

strength More my lesson; if I was feeling even remotely fragile emotionally, I 

knew I should cancel my leson because if there were going to be tears, that is 

where they would happen, and I usually wanted to spare both my teacher and 

rnysel the experience. Many students, both those I talked to for this project and 

others I didn't talk to. could easily cite lessons where they left in tears.14 

In the music lesson. one frequently encounters references to emotion, not 

necessarily ahtvays in the music itseif, but in the playing of it For example, the 

teacher in one lesson asked the student to comment on his own performance in 

a specific way: 'Can you tell me where it is you might have more fun than 

you're havingr Such a comment reveals that aie meaning of a piece of music. 

both for the performer and for the audience, may be nothing more profound than 

14 The emotions can go to the mer exireme as weil. aithough seemingiy less often -a student 
can bave a tesson .on top of the worid." 
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'difficultn This is not a worthy goal for a musical performance; in fact, the goal 

for the perfomer. if not to experienœ ease and pleasure in the performance, is 

at least to mate for the audience the illusion of ease and pleasure. The 

amount af fun a student has playing a piece is one way emotion occupies the 

text of the lesson. 

Other times emotion is afliculated as Ue~ressionn and is linked with 

concepts of rubato and spontaneous agogic accents. In this regard, some 

teachers teach students to ttiink of 'expression" as something to add to the 

notes, "the finishing touches," so to speak. The teacher I observed decrieci this 

approach with vehemence. dedaring that it simpiy doesn't work, and begging 

the student to 'bave that devil behind you." In one leçson in which the student 

was "overdoing" the elasticity of the hythmic structure in her effort to 'make it 

beavtiful," the teacher diplomatically cnticized her playing by poking fun at a 

welkknown performer who was infamous for these labourecl "expressiven 

rendiions. The teacher labelled the effect the Constipated Buffalo Syndrome 

(which resuited in laughter) and explained to the student that 'expressionn 

ought never to be confused with hythmic distortion. Furthemore. the teacher 

explained that "expression" ought never to be added to a mechanical rendiüon 

of the notes and rhythms. Each tiny little detail -çomething as simple as the 

movernent from one note to another- according to the teacher, needed the 

student to hear Ï t  as beautifuf and in turn to ask the audience to hear it as 

beautiful, induding details such as the evenness of the rhythm. men the 

teacher would draw attention in a drarnatic way to something the student was 

translating as mundanet for example, 'love the mythm here, love the evennes 

of a." While this approach could be understood to be idiosyncratic. or merely 

the opinions of one school of interpretation, I observe that these ideas filter into 
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other schools of interpretation and dher teacher's approaches ail the time, 

however les prominently. The dernonstrative tone of a teacher's voiœ as slhe 

coaches the details of the music to expressive life compels -dents tu invest 

emotional energy into details which. uml the teacher articulates aiem with such 

obvious emotional energy, usually escape the student's notice. 

Memorization is the final aspect of 'emotional content" which I wish to 

highlight in this expressive performance tradioon. It is most common for solo 

pianists to pefiomi without using the written music. In fact it has becorne a 

"standare with which jury members are able to legitimate a student's 

performance. Most teachets will encourage, if not insist, on memorized 

performance in an effort to produce completely intemalized and "persunal" 

rendiaons that are not intenupted with noisy page tums. It seems to be a part of 

"trançcending the written." But one thing which is not &en articulated is what 

the supposai Yreedorn from the scoren might produce in terms of psychological 

trauma. The fear of "a memory slipn during a performance (making it Iess than 

perfect) is not a small part of çtudentç' fear of performing. This feu, practically 

-king, is a formidable part of the emotional text of many performances, 

although part of one's job as a performer is to disguise it so 1 is not projected to 

the audience. In aie case of a memorization failure, the result is often publicly 

humiliating and in some rneasure devastating to the perfonner. The negative 

memory of that event becornes a constitutive part of every subsequent 

performing effort, making sudi occasions rarely enjoyable for the student 

perfmer. 

The emotion deariy is not inherent in the musical object; the emotion is in 

the person(s) performing it and hean'ng it. and is expressed through a person's 

relationship to the object, to the eqrience of playhg it, and to the person(s) 
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listening, however this relationship may be constihned. I would argue that an 

emotiona! performance could be thougM not a "transcendent' experiece at all, 

but rather a concretefy social experience of generosity, vulnerability, and 

community. The humility that it requires to play with persona1 investment in the 

beauty or angst or whatever the music seerns to bring out of a person is a little 

like transcendence tumed on its head. 

The third and final observation of transcendence is that the music lesson 

is characterized by a fiiation wiai "perfection," unattainable perfection. Musical 

mistakes corne in al1 shapes and sizes. There are musical sins of omission and 

musical sins of commission: lapses in concentration. fingers sloppily placed 

between keys, inaccurate leaps. errors in rhythm, forgetang the key signature. 

using the wrong fingering, playing too fast or too slow, not obse~ng the 

dynarnics, and memory slips, to name a few. Mistakes for many performers - 
students and teachers- are the chi& enemies of a transcendent 'other-worldly" 

experience of music. If a performer is able to get through the score -from 

rnemory- with onfy minor infractions, s h  is content with çomething good. But 

the real goal is a "perfe& performance. 

Several times in lessons, however, the student would perform, cursing 

and groaning at every 'mistakeln and the teacher wouM not seem even to 

notice. In one lesson. the m e n t  finished playing and the teacher said, "It's 

gorgeous!' The student immediately apologized. "1 dont uswlly make al1 these 

mistakes." The teacher responded, "I know a few things that may help you. Oh. 

itrs not the mistakes. Just listen to it here.. ., don7 confuse expression with 

mythmic distortion. ..." The teacher assumed that the mistakes were neither 

normal nor "the problem." The teacher seemed to be listening to a bigger 

picture of the performance, putting energy into aiat to which the d e n t  didnr 
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seem to be listening, not into things which the student already knew were 

wrong. 

Outside of the private pradice rwm, the music lesson seems to be the 

safest place for students to play with rnistakes. Every other public performing 

situation becomes inaeasingiy risky and must be as mistake-free as possible. 

For students who struggle to get beyond reading the music in a designatory 

way, a performance with few rnistakes, especially negligibie ones like 

accidental wrong notes, is as swcesful as they strie to be. But most students 

at university have leamed that pfaying distinctively and with a great deal of 

personal investment is more important than getüng the rigM notes. Much of 

what happens at the lesson at university is aimed at expanding the student's 

concept of the music, not at correcting the wrong notes. 

However, how these concept expansions are constituted theoretcally is 

perhaps not so important as how they are learned and how they are taught 

practically. It is difficut for teachers to introduce new concepts to students and 

enable them to feel that this is a proTiMe joumey, without being manipulative. 

What a teacher rnay label as 'srnalln or "IirniteB" concepts or practices in a 

-dent are uswlly derived from a student's previous teachers, and many times 

have becorne habitua1 and unconscious for the student. For example, the 

teacher worked for m a t  of the year to get one student to think of rhythm as 

expressive, not just mechanical. But the çtudent was so intant on "getting the 

notesn and 'getüng it mernorizad" that rigM until the very end of the year, the 

student resisted the teacher's instructions 30 play the rhythm eveniyIn "to think of 

the mythm as not mechanical but as expressive," preferring instead to continue 

"to count it right" Consciously or subconsciously, the suent  may well have 

thought "1 dont have time to change that drasticalIy -- my recital's coming." 
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Even with what the obsewer may perceive to be an encouraging and 

personable approach by the teactier, the shident may be unable or unwiliing to 

cooperate, as seemed to be the case in the following extract from my field notes: 

'We're not achieving the appropriate balance between what you are capable of 

doing and what you are doing." The teacher speaks gentiy, reassuringiy 

touching the student's am at the keyboard. "Not to get you away from 

expression. Ifs just to put this expression of purs into a rhythmic context." The 

M e n t  was still not ready to absorb the new concept, for whatever reason, 

eliciong comrnents from the teacher like Tm convinced the mechanical part of 

the brain is the biggest downfall of mankind." A student's receptMty is diifficuit 

for a teacher to measure, and ultimately a teacher can do only what the student 

is able and willing to do. 

In addition to preparing the student to be content to uund ththings More 

she tries to do better things, the other challenge for a teacher is to make an 

"expanded concept" seem possible and specnic to the student, however difficult 

and painful its irnplementation may be. For exarnple, the student mentioned 

earlier in the paper, whose teacher told her that they were going to work that 

year to "expand her sound," reflected later about the experience ttiat it seerned 

the teacher wasn't talking about her sound at all, bu? some generic, ideal, 

recording-worthy sound, which in her words "was way out there, and of course, 

it's not attainable actualiy." 

"Perfectionn in a prirnarily performative context is subject to variables, the 

uncontrollable events of "real life" (for exarnple, if a student's father dies 

unexpectediy), which upset the perfect concentration, physical condition, and 

environment necessary to produce publicly the performance a student has 

collectively over weeks and months conceived Ï t  to be- One of the pracücal 
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resub of the philosophicai work-concept (a la Lydi  Goehr) seen at the level of 

the music lesson and resulong pubiic perfomance(s) is the seeming 

expecfation to transcend one's own life in order to adiieve a certain standard of 

performance. This can be aïppling. It is the nature of the musical ritual to brin9 

everyaiing down to one moment: do or die. if aie point of the mole musical 

experience is not more than producing perfect musical objects for public 

consumption, a person may very well feel unable to play. This is the pressure 

which eventuaîly persuades m e  students that they don1 need the stress of 

such a Iife, and persuades them not only to choose a different profession, but 

nat uncommonly to give up playing their instruments altogether, even for 

domestic pleasure. One of the questions at hand is: How does this happen. 

and how can teachers and students alike keep it from happening? Or can they? 
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Theoretical Contextualization of The Music i o n  

In an Mort to address mis question more theoreticaiiy, I begin wïth the 

notion of power. Michel Foucault is one theorist who has thoroughly explored 

'power" (though of course. from his embodied perspective), and his descriptions 

of power relations within different types of regimes are most provocative. Power 

for Foucault does nat seem to be an inherenüy bad thing. and I so far do not 

disagree. Power is mostly productive (Foucault 1977: 194), mat is, 1 causes 

things to appear. He strongty opposes representations of power mich 

constnict it as only negative and repressive: 

If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to 
say no, do you really think one would be brought to obey it? What rnakes 
power hoid good, what rnakes it accepteci. is simpiy the fact that it doesnY 
oniy weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and 
produces things, it induœs pleasure, foms knowledge, produces 
discourse. (1 980: 1 1 9) 

In his critical history of the development of prisons and the 

understandings which sustain them, Foucault explicitly connects penal and 

educational institutions on the grounds of the "disa.plinary" approach each 

exhibited in previous and cuvent centuries toward the individwls within them. 

He later explains that his goal was to demononste a direct relationship between 

the establishment of aiese institutions and an exponential increase in the 

societal value of producavity (1 980: 1 19). 1 was particulariy interestecl, from the 

standpoint of musical knowledge evaluation, in his analysis of the practice and 

role of Yhe examination" in knowledge production according to a disciplinary 

regime, and with this the binary of punishment and reward. Foucault would see 

punishment to be oie other side of gratification or reward, which seems ?O imply 
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a spectnim of good and eviI15 along which ind~duals are situated by powerful 

people. Behaviour and performance are defined in ternis of this universal 

spectrum. "Moreover," m e s  Foucault. 'it is possible to quantify this field and 

work out an anthmeticai economy based on it A pend accountancy, constantly 

brought up to date, makes it possible to obtain the punitive balance sheet of 

each indÏÏiduai" (1977: 180). Hem, each ad may be evaluated on m e  

precise basis, and distributed in t ens  of a grade, enablirg some means of 

cornparison between examinees, some heirarchy of quality, and some m i s  for 

punishment or reward. While there is a sense in whicb informal evaluation of 

al1 human conduct acaxding to certain statisticai noms is accomplished by 

social consensus. I am more interestecl at ttiis point in formal procesçes of 

institutions such as schwls and prisons, which rank individuals. The primary 

fundon of examinations of either type. according to Foucault, wastis to 

categorize taking for granted the necessity of a context of heirarchy 

fiom which 'objBCfMty" muld be exercised about such a category. 

It is a normalking gaze, a surveillance that makes it possible to qualify, to 
classrfy and to punish. It establishes over individuals a visibility airough 
which one daferentiat them and judges them. That is why, in a11 the 
mechanisms of discipline, the examination is highly ntualized. in it are 
combined the œremony of power and the fom of the experiment, the 
deployrnent of force and the establishment of tnRh. At the heart of the 
procedures of discipline, it manifesfs the subjection of those who are 
perceived as objects and the objectification of those who are subjected. 

(1977: 184) 

While a figuration of power ernphasizirg merely produdvity is in rny view 

hadequate for talking about power structures in music education, Foucault's 

description is certainly consistent with my experience of institutions for music 

15 This is to m e  it strongly. One rnay find it l e s  problemaîk to constnict the specburn in t m s  of 
desireable and undesireable, or tnie and fake, ahough each af these labels has its own 
baggage- 
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leaming. It is at least partially the formalization of the process of music 

evaluation which I am uneaçy, because it requires no 'hman" grounds of 

awuntability from those in power, no cornmitment to a dialogic (or better yet, 

polylogic) account of what is produced. This results in a primarily competibive 

orientation for those involved. It's one thing to say that power isn't always about 

repression; it's another to find a way of talking about the demoralizaüon Mected 

by certain activities of the powerful over the less powerful in the pro- of 

producing 'puniove balance sheets." however provisional this repression may 

be seen to be. (How provisional it is, of course, is also contestable.) 

For example, one such dernoraiization in music education is cornmon to 

students' expedenœs of the performance qury" which typically happens at hast 

once per academic year. The full term for the event is "juried examination', 

significantiy shortened to Tury." This immediately underscores the actions of 

the examination cornmittee, and obscures the actions of the individual being 

examined: the jury cornmittee is acting; the examinee is primarily k ing acted 

upon. From a student's point of view, this produceç important psychological 

ramifications for which there is no officiai account. Furthemore, the word is 

more cornrnonly asçociated with a context of court examination riddled with 

notions of ultimate auaiwity, judgrnent, fairness, law, justice. "objectivity," and 

with such troubling binaries as guiltyhnnocent, punishmentheward, and 

incarcerationlireedom. It seems ironic and, for me unsatisfactory, that in music, 

"jury" is the term chosen for the final evaluation of what is on some 0th level 

understood, experienced and. in fact, enwuraged within musical discourse as a 

highly personal utterance: expressions of intimacy and beauty, a baring of 

one's soul. Such descriptions of musical performance are not an insignificant 

part d a larger cultural p i a r e  of musical e>cperienœ which is valued for the 
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"transcendent" expression of human existence aiat musical performance is 

thought to render. When the evaluation of arostic activity is aiigned 

conceptually with the proces of law enforcement and prosecution designed to 

protect aie worid from harmful and destnicove actMtyB a confiict results. To use 

the same paradigm for the examination of criminal guilt as for the quality of 

artistic potential aWor expression is ewn more inappropriate than equating 

apples and oranges: more like equating apples and cardboard boxes. 

lnstitutionaiiy speaking, juries produce competent performers. Le. 

perfomers that can maintain concentration in stressfui situations and execute 

the music with technical preciçion and stylistic integrity; juries separate the men 

from the boys.16 Whether or not juries succeed in producing these perfomers 

as intended, rny point is that institutionally this practice is protected by 

embracing certain stories and disregarding others. Institutions proudiy prodaim 

ttie success stories of musicians wtK, at one time çtudied in their school and 

now have some kind of career as a perfonner. These stories obviously reflect 

well on the school, the rationale king that the çchaolBs program ought to be 

credited with producing the person, the person of succesç. But that connection 

is aimost always assurned by association, rarely substantiated with details, a 

prerogative only of the powerful. Furthermore. the much more common stories 

of disaster are not equally owned by the inçütutÏon. You will not hear official 

accounts of musicians who not only abandoned careers in music, but 

abandoned music altogether because of their exprience of music education. 

These stories are more difficul for the insti.tutÏon to own, although embracing 

them could quite possibly produce what BakMin would cal1 muHi-voiced 

dialogue mat. if encouraged. may well be more constructive and productive 

16 While this is not the thrust of this paper. there are many prâctices and attitudes within musical 
discourse whidi can be undersbod to be inscribecl by patnarchy. 
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than centuries of SUCCBSS-storytelling, necessarily transfoming the structure 

and values of the institution in the proœss. When powerhil m e s  refuse to 

respect and give voice to any person under aieir umbrella, repressive practices 

will be hiclden by the official aaccunt d what is produced. 

When the evaluaiion of knowledge éûlegediy produced in an 

examinaüon, an actMty of the powefful, is exbacted out of the context of an 

educational process, knowledge can be theoretically construed as existing 

apart from human agency, as if either there could be knowledge without its 

embodirnent in ind~duals, or as if the individual becornes essentialized as 

knowledge, rneasured only by officially sanctioned knowledge products. Henœ 

concepts such as "standards of excellence" or "goals of perfection" are given 

credibility, though widely understood to be at best ideal. In the context of 

musical knowledge production and evatuation, these concepts are often part of 

that which deMirtates and demoralizes, because aiey are both impossible to 

attain and very poorly articulated, mile at the same time being produced and 

reproduced by aie type of examinations and evaiuations upheld by the 

institution. 

There seerns to be a silent mnflict between what the institution 

administering examinations may intend them to produce, and what is produœd 

in the experience of some saidents. For this reason, 1 seems iredequate to 

describe power as only aiat which producas things. A responsibie description 

of power will indude a sem of whose account 40th of what is produced and 

how it is produced- is given a voice, demonstrating sensitivity to issues of 

privilege by virtue of hierardiical position, i.e. where the voice is located in the 

structure. It will alço be interesteci in giving voice to the silent gaps within any 

conflict dismvered, for example, the conflicts produced by aie practic8s of juried 
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examinations. It is in these respects I find Foucault's descriptions of power 

While in FoucauKs estimation, the forrns of power changed as history 

transpired to concern themsehres more wiai controlling the population in a 

bodily way so that "productive Senncen was ensured (1 980: 125). the 

hierarchical nature of power structures, as far as I can tell, rernains the same; 

that is, it is aiwayç hierarchicai. With respect to the knowledge producsd in 

institutions of higher education, Foucault traces a similar shift in roles of 

intellectuals. Forrnerly, there was an expectation to be "spokesrnan of the 

universal," interestingly, primarily in aie fom of writing; on the other hand, since 

World War II in his estimation, intellechials have been expected to funcüon in 

more speclic and technicafly useful capacities (1 980: 127). 

The figure in which the functions and prestige of this new intellectual are 
concentrateci is no longer that of the W e r  of genius', but that of the 
'absolute savant8, no longer he who bars the values of all. opposes the 
unjust sovereign or his rninisters and makes his cry resound aven 
beyond the grave. It is rather he who along with a handfu! of others, has 
at his disposal, whether in the seMœ of the State or against it, powers 
which can eithec benefi or inevocably destroy life. He is no longer the 
rhapsodist of the etemal, but the strategist of life and death. (1 980: 129) 

Transcendence looms large in this anaiysis. It strikes me that Foucaul 

speaks from an elevated point of view which makes the reader believe that he 

can tmly see the whole picture of intellectual trends across history. How he 

arrived at this view or the privilege of speaking in these terms is not disclosed. 

In order for him to assert "some y m  have now passed since the intelWual 

was calleci upon to play this [universail rolen (1980: 126), he himsel takes on 

the role of universal spokesperson. Not only does he speak as universal 

historian, but he proposes a rethinking of the role of the specific intellectual as 

some kind of universai strategist; for example: "It seems to me that vue are now 
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at a point where the function of the specific i n t e l m l  needs to be 

reconsidered" (1980: 130). 

Lest I sound overty harsh in rny dikap@ntrnent mth Foucauit's anaiysis, 

let me be qui& to acknowledge that maintaining an awareness of sihiatedness 

while gMng voiœ to that which is at some level one's own puint of view, is 

extremely difficult. I aiink that the illusion of "objectMty" which Foucault falls 

prey to may weil be the bgical product of autonomous power structures which 

have historically not been formally required to act with responsibility and 

respect for the multitude of -ces which they represent. To borrow Jennifer 

Gorets description: there are structures argued for, and there are the structures 

of the argument, and they seem to cunfiict (1993, 5). This modei of 'discussionn 

unfortunately seems to be absorbed subconsciously, for as much as I wish to 

avoid it, I have had to fght it ai every hrm in the wnting of this paper. i constantiy 

feel unsure of the balance between uttenng my point of view with conviction and 

strength as the voice of a seeker@xsessor of knowledge, and maintaining a 

cornmitment to acknowledge the other voices which inforni my own, voices 

which are both more and less powerful than my own, and voices which both 

agree and disagree with my own. The educational experience which I have 

known and the kind uf knowledge l supports has not encouraged community- 

oriented values. Cornpetition becornes dominant, resulting in what I believe is 

an unnecessary tension between assertion and a desire for other voies to be 

heard. Subjects and axintersubjects are both neceçsary and valuable parts of 

P O ~ Y P ~ ~ Y -  

There is some interesting tenitory between, on one hand, the anaiysis of 

the specific intellectual who "has at his disposal ... powers which can benefit or 

irrevocabiy destroy Me," and on the other hand, the way in whidi Wue 
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discourses" are established. If one leaps from one to the other, one bypasses 

the important question of how meaning exists at dl, and in light of that, how 

inevitable confiicts of meaning can be explored. Foucault appears to make this 

leap, although he does explore the nature of meaning in other discussions. At 

this point he simply asserts: "€a& society has its régime of @uthl its 'general 

politics' of truth: that is, the types of discourse which it accepts and makes 

iunction as bue" (1 980: 131). It would seem important More proceeding to 

clarify what he means by the difficutt and pditicaliy charged word ?nith," and 

Foucault is careful to do this: 

There is a battle Tor tnrth', or at hast 'around truthD-it being undersinoci 
once again aiat by tnith I do not mean Yhe ensemble of miths which are 
to be diçcwered and accepted', but rather Wie ensemble of rules 
according to which the tme and the false are separated and specific 
effecfs of power attadied to the W. (1980: 132) 

Truth here is a procesç of truîh produdion, not a conceptual object 

Because of Me dose reciprocation between 'truthn and "knowledge," there is in 

rny mind value in applying this concept of tmth to the governance of institutional 

knowledge production, specifically to the way we structure power institutionally. 

By the same logic, the practiœs of power which produce knowledge need to be 

understood as practically integrated with Me knowledge which is produced; 

knowledge ais0 needs to be unâerstood as the ensemble of rules which govern 

the production of truth. For this reason, any Mort to understand knowiedge as a 

continuous process of arriving at articulations of meaning must, in my minci, 

value dialogue, necesçitating of course, a conscious proœss. If such a concept 

would be taken çeriously, I could envision at bast two changes resulting. First, 

the procesç of fonnuiating the ensemble of rules of which Foucault speaks. 

which govem decisiors about tmth and untnnh in aie aintext of knowledge 
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production, would need to involve dialogue between variously powetful people. 

It seems a shift would certainiy result fmm the concept of 'standardsn of 

knowledge and performance to something much more proc~ss-onented, a 

concept more like 'pathwaysP or ajourneys.' Secondty, evaluations of 

knowledge (Le. juries and examinations) could not be generic, but would need 

to be discuçsed and established on an individual basis, adapted to an 

individual process of becoming and knowing. The goal of knowledge 

production would have to be conceivecl in tems of self-reflective actions, not in 

terms of products: hurnan beings will never be either concepts or objectç. 

This is not to say that every examination wouM neœssarily need to be 

unique. If a given examination were well-structured, 1 likely could apply to more 

than one student I am arguing for an education which strives to be more than 

dissemination of information, in which examinations would be thought of in 

terms of dialogical ind~duals and in turn experienced by indMduafs as 

dialogic and non-generic. If examinations were viewed mis way, pedagogical 

processes wouM have to adapt accordingîy. Until it is important to governing 

bodies that no individual feel unable or unworthy to speak, it seems there will 

be no practical reciprocity between power and knowledge, only an endles 

strearn of pronouncernents by the poweiful. i.e., "~bje~vrty ."  The accounts of 

hamiful learning experiences which in fact did not facilitate learning, will 

continue to exist in silence and disempowerment. This obviously puts a greater 

onus on both teacher and student to embark on a transformational jourrtey, one 

which will demand a high quality relationship of constant evaluation, disciplined 

self-awareness and respectful dialogue. I do not see any altemative if the 

called standards of knowledge and performance are to shift from being 

weapons of intimidation to being goals of inspiration. 
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A Reconstructeâ Music Lesson 

The wriüngs and pracüœs of ethnographers have berne  some of my 

most useful tools in carrying out thîs project One particulariy fertile 

ethnographic artide was James Clifford's analysî of Marcel Griaule's work 

among the Dogon people, from which ernerged not only a sense of the history 

of ethnographic thought, but some very spe- connections to my stuây of the 

music lesson. (See Appendix A) I belîeve it is safe to say that ethnography as a 

didpiine has more or less passed the unçeemly phase of growth in which 

Griaule was operating, and has, in rny estimation, provided the academic 

community with some wonderful toois of reflexivlty whereby dialogue can be 

generated between variously powerful groups of people, tools such as 

'participant observation" (Spradley 1980) and narratÏves which manifest the 

narrator. Whether or not the academic community chooses to use aiese tools is 

another question. Clifford summarîzes his artide: 

Fieldwork cannot appear primariiy as a cumulative proces of gathering 
'experience,' or of miturai 'learning' by an autonomous subject It must 
raaier be seen as a historically contingent, unruly, dialogical enaiunter 
involving, to some degree, both conflîct and collaboration in the 
production of texts. (1985: 152) 

These tools have signifîcantly changed the terrain of my own experience 

and the experiences of those I have encountered in observation and 

discussion. Griaule's experience provides a point of depamire. Until he found 

his primary informant, Ogotemméli, who evenaially became indîspensible to his 

work, Griaule rneaiodically pickeû his informants to give him the kind of 

knowledge he had alreaây decideci he wanted, aperating from certain 

presuppositions and consequent principles of selection. For example, ClifFord 

notes that Griaule expressed a distrust of Christians, Muslims, and individwls 
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with too much prior contact with whites (1985: 137). This seems to indicate a 

pre-concept of "the authentic Dogonb, existing at some time free from othemess, 

a notion of a natural state of purity which Griaule sougM to protect from the 

aenemies" he had arbitrariiy chosen. Clthemess wouià be, for him, not only an 

enemy; it would be avoidable in one's effort to constnict authentic master 

narratives. Griaule must have believed this or he would have been unable to 

nsk his own presence arnong them for fear of contaminating this pre-existent, 

authentic reality. This concept of authenticity becornes a guiding principle for 

knowledgehext production in Griaule's proces, and he is under no apparent 

compulsion to question its assumptions or its power. 

As I contemplateci Gnaule's fundamental distrust of his informants, I 

experienced a strange sense of irony with respect to my own fieldwork in the 

music lesson. When I began my fieldwork in the cultural space of the music 

lesson, I was wamed by various people with whom I chattecl, signifkantly mostiy 

profesors, to beware how diicuft I would find it to be "objecüve." There were 

times it seemed mat my previous years of experienœ and understanding of the 

cultural -ce of the music lesson were thought to be a disadvantage rather 

than an advantage. I thought initially #at they were afraid of being sabotagecl 

by an "inside informer," which may well &e part of their concem. They were 

undoubtediy aware, as was I l  of how diailt it is to speak from a position of 

pain, particulariy after having made that pain somewhat explicit. Significantly. it 

was mis veiy pain which brought me to this theoreticai project It ocairred to me 

after I read Clifford's article, however, that perhaps the cautionhg professors 

were aiso acting in accordance with a power structure that valued a certain 

configuration of an 'authentic" kind of text. and that I aireatened to step outside it 

in pursuing this project Although I never quesüoned their 
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productivelconstructive aims, I had a greater sense of a conflict of power than of 

a collaboration d power in rny -and strangeiy. my profesors'- efforts to 

produce a text The question of ïuhose" text was being produced began to 

become a more important question. I very much wanted to be guidî3d in my 

pursub by those more experienced than 1. but I also wanted to have a voice. 

Sometimes it seemed as if I was being tdd to chmse. 

ClifFordts account of Griaule's process and especiaily his concluding 

summary as quoted above, has birthed in me a vision of a new way to consEnict 

and understand the music lesson. The music leson has become a cultural 

field for me in this project I have intentionaliy isdated it as a culture and 

approached it as a participant obsewer. seeking to construct it with 

ethnographie tools in ternis of adtufal values and practices. But what would 

disallow this same approach from being adopted by the participant actors in the 

culture, Me indiduals I have been obse~ng? Are the ethical issues infonning 

the work of an ethnographer any l e s  relevant to the work of a teacher or a 

çtudent in the music lesson? I have already sougM to establish that certain 

te- are produced by the music lesson. What if both teacher and &dent 

entering the field of the music lesson could corne to understand Clifford's 

conclusion that "fieldwork cannot appear primarily as a cumulative processn? In 

order to arrive at such an understanding, we would necessarily need to rethink 

the knowledge building which traditionally happens in the music lesson in new 

terms, in terms of the reciprocal relationships necessary to good fieldwork, 

instead of a formalized and predetermined means to a fixed end. Neither 

teacher nor student need think of thernselves as isolai& subjects, respecüvely 

impating and gatheting expefienœ, skills, or knowledge; they could instead 

think of themsehres as fieidworkers. 1 imagine a music lesson experienœ in 
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which both teacher and student understand that they are invohred in an 

'historicaliy contingent. unruly, diaiogical encountef which will necessarily 

invohre conflia and collaboration in the production of te&. These texts would 

rot be unâerstood as already written, remaining only to be achieved; they are 

constantiy and repeatedly produced and reproduced in the music lesson 

context, and ideally bdong equally to student and teacher as they abide by 

principles of dialogic encounter. 

I am aware that this amiogy is threatened by huge obstades. but 1 will 

appeal to it throughout the remainder of the project, as I grapple with the silent 

conflicts that I have found W i n  present practices and structures. The music 

lesson in a university context has b e n  issued a mandate to produce s p ~ i f i c  

kinds of texîs. ones perhaps easier to control and quant@ than the ones that 

wouki be produced in my ideal music lesson. I would be interestecl in exploring 

the web of power that ex& in an instihroon like a wiiversity music department, 

in which are caught administrators, teachers, and students, but rot with equal 

constraint We need a way of descnbing how the asymmetry of the web of 

power relations cornes to bel by which çome texts receive privilege. deciding 

and decided by the means of producing them and the procedures used to 

evaluate or measure their production. It is unclear to me at this point whether a 

shift such as I have sketcheâ in fantasy could be inliated at the ievel of the 

music lesson. or if such a music kson  would need aie support of more 

comprehensive structures before 1 muld happen. I am really imagining a 

transformation of the university community, one whose ensemble of niles by 

which tex& corne into existence is more grounded in dialogue. less dependent 

on fixed rneanings and controlled outcornes, and more committed to structures 

which anticipate and plan for the changes inevitable in human community. 
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Meaning 

Indeed, questions of meaning stand at the cnu< of this paper. not primarily 

questions of what things mean, but how things mean what they mean. For this 

reason t wish to demonstrate why meaning, parOcuIarîy the so-called meaning 

of a musical work as it is articulateci in the music lesson, needs to be 

understood to be a reaprocal pracess between "what* and 'how." As language 

ads are most obviously the way we constnict and express meaning, meaning 

in langwge provides a bridge into discussions of rneaning in more abstract 

ternis such as music. 

The nature of rneaning is one 05 the richest questions of any discussion, 

and ironicaliy one which I find often omitted in university classrooms. Charles 

Tayior, in his inspinng book Human Agency and Langage , addresses this 

dif~cult question within a broader context than that of language, alaiough 

language occupies an important presence in his discussion because of his 

standpoint that humans are above ail "the language animaln (Tayior 1985: 21 6). 

He seems most concemed thrwghout the book to establish the peculianty of 

human agency. This point of deparîure helps him to explain why language can 

seem puuling when viewed as an enüty disconnected from a human context, 

as some linguistic çdiolars have attempted to do by bracketing the sounds and 

syntax from the conte* of language use, and trying to explain signifimtion 

stnctly from that anaiysis. While there may be value in such M i e s  for other 

purposes, Taylor would argue that one cannot begin, with language as an 

object, to provide a satisfactory explanation for the way that human agents use 

language, which is but one of many took of signification. Human agency for 

Taylor has everything to do with what questions are being asked when we ask 

questions of meaning. He co17StjtLlfes human agency most sirnpiy as the ability 
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to estabiish terms and criteria by which to evaluate worth, value, and moral 

order, not in disinteresteci analysis, but out of the signifïcance and values 

inherent in our existence: life is about M. For Taylor, meaning is the core of 

human community, without which we would have no basis from which to reflect 

on and articulate conceptions of âuai." 

If one's actions, induding speech actions. can be seen to emerge out of a 

human agency which articulates and, ideally, exchanges meanings, then it 

does not follow to think of laquage as a means of merely designating objeds; 

rattrer one might integrate into the concept of language the activiües which 

produce L Taylor suggestç that language must be approadied as primarily 

expressive, within the sme range of actMties as painting, music-making, and 

dance (1 985: 218). Or to say it another way, knguage is the acbMty of 

speaking, not an aggregate of linguistic products. Meaningful language is a live 

event, necessarily involving at least two, a speaker and an audience, a giver 

and a receiver, an address and within that address an anticipation of a 

response (Gardiner 1992: 151). This is not a new idea, but one expressed by 

Wilhelm von Humboldt nearly two hundred years ago when he aieorized 

language to be energeia , not ergon -an acovity, not a work (Tayior 1985: 232, 

256). 1 wish to highlight two of the three important ways Tayior distinguishes an 

expressive theory of language diers from a designatory one, each of which has 

ripe applications to the stuây of musical expression. 

First, in language "thingç" are fonulated; he describes language as the 

living and constantly fluctuating bridge between implicit and explicit, inarticulate 

and articulate (1985: 257). We use language to draw boundéuies, to erase 

aiem, to create new ones, to erase those, ad infinihm . This property of infinite 

flux c m  be desaibed in a number of ciifFerem ways, each Mth a sligMly dierent 
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emphasis.17 For example, one can think uf meaning as a horizon which is 

perpehialiy dianging as one waiks toward it What startç out as the horizon af 

meaning -if it were possible to freeze an initial goal of articulation- becomes, 

as it were. foreground, gMng way sirnultaneousiy to infinitely more horizon 

which continually appearç through the proces d articulation. Michel Gardiner 

describes this mirage-like qwlity of language as The false front? of the word, oie 

"direct" meaning which is often thougM to be self-evident, but which, as one 

reflects on and articulates in conversation, sometimes with great struggle, gives 

way to worfds of meanings behind its "faisen front (1 992: 88). Or to use a third 

image, rneaMng is the background against which we encounter new 

understandings of the world and of ourselves, but which we are constantîy 

reshaping by our formulations and reformulatims --always in language. 

As is the nature of an aaMty, language is fiuid, not fixed; liquid, not soiid. 

Taylor would have us think of language as an endless process by which we 

consti-tute our meaning-orienteci selves throughout our lives. One can never 

separate the expression from that which is expressed. There is no other way for 

it to exist except in its expression. Language is ultimately inseparable from our 

existence as human agents; we depend on it and, in fact, as we use it, we 

constantiy change our world of meanings and wiai them the language we use to 

arüculate them. This is what subjeds do when they speak. 

It is important to establish more explicitly More I proceeâ to Tayior's 

second point, that this striving toward the articulation of meaning necessarity 

takes place in a social conte* Tayior's second point will make this more dear, 

but Midiael Gardiner, to whom I have air- refened. assumes throughout 

both his analysis and his condusions that language is social. Gardiner argues 

17 The seeds of the follaving disaission were sown by Dr. Leo Mos in his course 'linguistics and 
the Mind.' I'm grateiul to him for shanng oiem. 
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aiat there are only two possible choiœs for language: "Either one must 

understand language as a series of changeable and adaptable signs invested 

with lMng social values, or one must accept that meaning is 'essential," 

implying the hypostatization of discourse into a transcendentai stnrcture, having 

a fixed monologic utterance" (1 992:85). Gardiner lauds Bakhtin's sensitivity to 

the integnty and speaficity of each moment of langage usage. gMng an 

important place to its impact on and formation by the imrnediate soda1 context, 

as well as understanding its conmction to wïder ~ociohistori~al context He 

quotes ûakhtin: 

what matters is . . .the adwl  and always self-interest& use to which 
the [direct] meaning is put and the way it is expressed by the speaker, 
a use deterrnined by the speaker's position (profession, social l a s ,  etc.) 
and by the cornete situation. Who speaks and under what conditions 
he speaks: Bis is what detemines the word's actual rneaning. All direct 
rneanings and direct expressions are false, and this is especially true of 
emotionai rneanings and expressions. (1 992: 88) 

On this basis, Gardiner, with Bakhtin, would argue that because rneaning 

exiçts only in a mediated fonn, never in a direct relation to an object. that there 

can be no transeendental signified, that is. no ultimate meaning which is 'frozenJ 

and unable to ôe arüculated by osier utterances. Signification is by nature 

unstable. Its degree of instability depends on the power relations and 

ensemble of rules in a given context or cuitural situation, such that signification 

cornes to exist (1992: 89). Sirnilarly. that ensemble of rules, in turn, inscribes 

certain power relations and with them. variouçiy stable practices of signification. 

I retum now to Taylor's second point, which states that language ailows 

us to put things in public -ce, in fact, plays an important role in founding that 

space (1985: 259). The process of articulation is alço a process of generating a 

cornmon vantage point which the parties involveci can experience Yogether." 
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This takes for granteci an important assumption with regard to language and 

Ianguage users, one which theorists such as Michael Gardiner have taken great 

pains to establish: people Iive in speech communitieç. Language does not 

refer tu monologues. but dialogues, or more cornpiex still. polylogues. Gardiner 

cites Julia Knsteva when exploring this, borrowing her terni ' intertextuaMy' for 

describing how every utterance "is not a sdf-contained monad, but is at Ieast 

partially dependent on a network of other equally unique utterances" (Gardiner 

1992: 88). Communities shape and are shapeâ by linguistic practices, which 

are integrally mnected to ouf establishing certain kinds of public space, from 

families to coratrooms to service stations to music âepartments. music lessons. 

and music performances. 

The public spaœ we mate with our articulations is by no means sDictly 

verbal or even strictly vocal. It is easy by our linguistic structures to mate an 

illusion that we exist piecemeal, often seeming to necessitate the -ration of 

our bodies from Our minds, being careful to distinguish body language from 

verbal articulations. It rnust be emphasired that linguistic practices involve our 

entire bodies as expressive entities-we are not disembodied vocal 

apparatuses, any more than we think d ourseIves in ternis of "a min@ or "a 

body," certainly not one wiaiout the other functionally speaking. Our ernbodied 

expressions, linguistic and othennrise. create a public space that would exist 

differentiy with a dierent expressive context and/or action. 

Ernbodied existence, and, as I will explore later in greater detail, 

ernbodied linguistic practices, has been the subject of many theoretical 

discussions, among them Drew Leder'sThe Absent 5ody (1 990). Leder sets 

forth a framework to integrate embodiment and transeendence, in fact to 

demonstrate their reciprocity, which involves for him a maiinking of both "body" 
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and Vanscendence." Throughout the book he gives numerous examples of 

ways one could understand the body itself to be a transcendental entity, not 

separate from mind or sou1 or co-ousness, but integraliy related to such 

notions in the way it funcüons, expresses W. and as he dedares, 

In Leder's effort to darify Descartes' daim that "understanding" is the one 

abstract, imageless type of thought which is cornpletefy disembodied, Leder 

explains how intellsctual reason or thought was for Decartes definitive of the 

immaterial nature of mind, or portion of mind. Here, for the first tirne and very 

briefly, Leder brÎngs language into his disaission as the profoundly embodied 

realization of cognition, the mediated (and only) existence of çocalled 

intellectud thought. Although seeming to concentrate on concepts of language 

which refiect yet another functional disappearance (or experiential defacement) 

of the material --aie opposite of what I am arguing- Leder cites the ongoing 

involvernent of the body and of materiality in language, even in language which 

some would try to argue exists only in the mode of thought, and is not made 

public by vocal articulation. Not even that, he argues, can be classifiecl as 

As philosophers, historians, and psychologists have suggested, interior 
speech is logically and temporally dependent upon speech as employed 
in the public setting. ThougM first Mses in a context of material signifiers 
and social pradices. Nor does the interiorization of language free it from 
its inherence in the physical. (1990: 123) 

Leder's book in its enürety challenges the material vs. immaterial duality. 

He questions the identification of transcendent awareness exclusiveiy with 

rational thought. I would further question what exacüy transcendent awareness 

would be, resisting the idea that one can ever escape materiality. I would sae 
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the problem not to be rnateriality per se, but the assumption that the secalleci 

meaning of the material world is transparent. This parallels understandings of 

fanguage - a  material pfactice- Widi not only create it as primarily 

designatory, but also ascribe to it onty fixed, direct,, and rnondogic meaning. 

Such explanations of language which objecüfy meanhg seem tu be indicative 

of what Michael Gardiner calls "the cnm of ideological phenornena in the criocal 

sense" for Bakhtin, and those in his secalleci cirde. They imply language as 

social practice. but also specify an intentional use of power to f i  meaning in an 

untouchable position: 

The ruling dass suives to lend the idedogical sign a supradass. external 
character, to extinguish or exhaust the struggle of class relations that 
occun m i n  ït, to make it the expression d only one, sdid and 
immutable view. ... ln the normal conditions of social Iife the contradiction 
with which every ideological sign is invested cannot completely unfoM 
because the ideobgical sign in the the prevalent ruling idedogy 
[. . .]attempts to anest, to render immobile the preceding moment in the 
diafectical flow of social coming-to-bel to mark and fbc yesterday's as 
todafs nuai. (1 992:9O- 1 ) 

This does raise the question of wnflict between on the one hand, an 

individual's meanings, which are potentially idiosynctatic, and his or her 

attempts at articulation, which may be equally idiosyncratic, and on the other 

hand, pedagogical power structures which not only privilege certain 

articulations, but do not embrace any responsibility for dialogue with the 

individual about diierenœ or confiict. 

Here again, the field of critical pedagogy concerns itself, at least in 

theory, with the collision of rneanings within contexts of unequal power 

relations, and the retum of knowledgeas-power also marks the retum of 

Foucauldian contexts. For example, Kurt Spellmeyec Wrifes: 

In the absence-the fortunate absence, I should add--of any power çtrong 
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enough to impose unifomity and make it teadiers and -dents 
together need to see didierenœ as our great liberator. We need to d u e  
more highly than Our predecessors did . . . not faith in a transcendent or 
unchanging tnith, but a faith in the experience of understanding itself. 

(Spellmeyer 1993: 24) 

This "experience of understanding" of course, must be conœived as ongoing. 

not as yesterday's tmth able to be fo<ed as today's and tomommr's reality. 

Spellrneyer, too, is cornmitted to an understanding of language that is 

something other than transparent utility but which can "facilitate the repeated 

occurrence of the experienœ we cal1 understanding , the recognition that 

follows the discovery of shareable contexts. established unâoubtedly through 

dialogic practiœ, beyond-or M e r  yet, beneath-our conceptual d*ierencesn 

(1993: 21). In the spirit of the kind of pedagogy I am interested in cultivating, 

Spellmeyer's Cornmon Ground is a celebration of the potential for determining 

the "cornmon ground shareû between people d unequal power when there is 

a cornmitment to meeting honestly on the terrain found between us, as 

unfamiliar or contested as it may be. 

The de-objectification of meaning is crucial to recasting the encounter of 

the music lesson. If in language it is iradequate to assume meaning to be 

simply direct designation, existing purely in material or conceptual objects. 

determinable by a rigocous enough description. then surely in more abstract 

representation, such as music, such an approach to rneaning is even l es  

adequate. I am arguing, on the basis of the above descriptions of the 

cornplexity of human agency and the ensuing complexity of linguistic practiceç 

in speech comrnunities, that the notion of rneaning should reflect the IMng, 

changing and self-interesta pradices of signification typical of human 

comrnunity. If anything, this ougM to be more, not less tnie in the conte* of a 
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music lesson. 

1 believe there are still greater challenges for de-objectrfying meaning in 

the face of written language as it has traditionaliy functioned in w r  Iiterate 

practices of teaching and leaming. Music pedagogy is finnly located in these 

practiœs. 1 refer back to Lydia Goehr's understandings of the ways in which the 

'meaning of a musicai work" has been debatmi and conceivecl differently 

throughout history. conceptions exemplifying variousiy transcendent agendas 

on one hand, whereby it was freed from wor& and functionai use, and on the 

other hand, formalist conceptions which argued that musical meaning was 

related to its intemal structural coherence, that it 'meant -rtseKn These two basic 

poles of meaning provecl extrernely diffiwk to integrate, only ever 

"accomplished" in very abstract descriptions such as mis one of Friedrich von 

Schelling's which Goehr cites: 

Music brings More uç in rhythm and harmony, the [Platonic] fomi of the 
motions of physical bodies. It is . . .pure form, liberated from any object or 
from matter. To this extent. music is the art that is least limiteci by physical 
considerations in that it represents pure motion. abstracted from any 
other object and borne on invisible, alrnost spiritual wings. (1992:156) 

For me the most serious omission in such descriptive attempts is any 

reference to the physical. material bodily presence and activity of the performer. 

The meaningful expression of musical utterance. the receiving of that 

expression. and the attempt to veblize an experience of music causes a crisis 

of complexity, sudi that we in music departments tend to take for granted that 

music is meaningful expression. but do not elaborate it veiy well. because it 

seems diffïïult to talk about what music means without sounding trite, wntrived. 

or in some other way inadequate. The two aspects I highligMed in meaningful 

speech are no less relevant in the expression of music. namely that it formulates 
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things between human agents, that is, attempts to express çomething of our 

meaningariented existence, and in doing so, it creates public space. 

It is precisely the intersection of the spoken and the musical, both ways in 

which human agents articulate meaning, w h i  generates cornplex@. It is 

rarely emugh for us to hear music; we also çeem to need to talk about it. and 

sme of the most intense exchanges in mis regard happen in the music lesson. 

Speech and music undoubtedly share certain qwlities, the most obvious being 

that they are both incarnate aaivitïies; both are grounded in emboôiment It is 

important to recognize that this basic quality has been challenged in the 

twenüeth century with respect to both laquage and music by the prdiferation of 

machines. Not that they do away with embodiment, but they create the illusion 

of having dom so. A cornputer can program the fom of a conversation to exist, 

meeting standards of correct syntax and standard format for certain kinds of 

conversation. but the exchange is not meaningful in the same way as 1 have 

been meaning in my discussion of meaning: the cornputer's programmed 

responseç are not interested or grounded in intentionality; they are purely 

mechanical. 

I think that the recording indmtry haç done a comparable d isse~œ to 

musical expression. It has given us a whole new experience of music which 

does not necessitate a living perfomer. certainly not a "liven performance, nor 

doeç it require a fomalized "publicn liçtening environment. It has created twls 

to mate  illusions of performances which some woukl cail 'bettef than live: 

rnisçed notes digitally repaired, memory slips spliced into wholeness. 

electronically enhanced balance and amustic quality, overall a purer 

representation of the 'musical work." Embodiment seems to have come under 

suspicion as issues of efficiency and 'perfectionn have come to dominate Our 
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evaluations. Even in the arts, l seems we wouid do away with bodies if we 

could, ço umfor taMe  are we in talking abwt m i r  role and presence (Cusick 

1994, Feldman 1995, Cone 1974). 

Locating Musical Meaning 

What and how music fornulates things between people is a paper of its 

own. I would reiterate BakMin's earlier comment that 'al1 direct meanings and 

direct expressions are false, [and that] this is especraIIy bve of emotional 

meanings and expressions" (Gardiner 1992: 88, italics added). I have obçerved 

that "emotiona is viewed with suspicion in many academic discussions and is 

often avoided. I hasten to add that discussions which end up explonng ideas of 

emotional "content" c m  easily beaMe rather feeble, amounting to individuab 

poding their idiosyncratic cathectics, whidi may be interesting, but which does 

not often lead to constructive shared-rneaning knowledge, or ultimateiy shed 

much light at al1 on the nature of musical meaning. I would argue, based on my 

previous description of rneaning which does not locate meaning in objscts, but 

in human agents, that aie emotional content which we locate in "the music itsen 

is more accurately located in the people who are approadiing the music, and 

therefore is socially and culturally informed. 

Within music depaitments that I know and know of, there have been long 

standing disagreements (unfoitunately, usually silent ones) between the 

various branches of musical knowledge, each vying for the last word or most 

credible, influential or scientific paradigrn to describe the meaning of a piece of 

music. From my experience and my exposure to the scholarly writing about 

music, music theorists are usually highest on the totem pole of "authenticw or 

"authonty" (&en their own consûudion), as far as i can tell because their tools 
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are most compatible with properfy scientific processes of analysis and 

description, undouded by secaileci emotional Mas. The assurnption often wns, 

at least within their own circles, that thay are the most intelligent musicians, the 

brains of the music depairnient Their traditionai job has been to label music 

structurally, tu dernonstrate relabionships beniveen structures, and if necessary, 

to aeate new ones. Prior to university, most stuâents would understand music 

ttieorists to be interestecl in "the music itself" in its m e n  fonn; cntical 

approaches to the history of music theory are new temtory for university music 

students, territory which seems to pose a threat to the way in which they have 

been and continue to be taught to shidy music at an applied level. Next on the 

totem pole are musicologists, the musical historians and canompreservers, 

responsible for writing biographical sketches of the great Composers, ranking 

their works in terms of greatness and influence, and showing how music 

deveiops axnplexly throughout history. The cultivated tastes of musicologists 

have presumeably enabled them to distinguish the truly great geniuses from the 

more common mere imitators of genius. Only reœntiy have music departments 

investigated the poiiticai agendas potentially lurking behind the distinction 

betwem works of mediocrity and works of genius. 

Somewhere lower on the totem pole are performers, who have a 

heirarchy of their own based on what instrument aiey play, how goodiooking 

they are, who they are studying with, etc., but whose greatest compiaint against 

theorists and rnusicologistç is that they never go to concerts and rarely listen to 

music themselves.18 Admittediy there are high-profile, successful perforrners in 

the world who are musîcally illiterate-can't read music, couldnY analyze a Bach 

18 One of Me mwic theorists in the music department at the University of Alberta jokingly said to a 
class (constiMed predominanüy of perfonners) that he actually hated music, and half the 
performers understood hirn to be serious and added it to their Iist of grievances about music 
aieorists: "they dl hate music." 
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chorale if their life depended on it, couldn't tell you what year Mozart died-and 

this is unfortunately interpreted by some rather arrogant perfomers as k i n g  a 

distinguishing mark of a tnie genius perfwrner. Thus, they begnidgingly attend 

their required theory and hiçtory classes, and spend every ather waking minute 

practjcing, pmng as lime time and energy into acadernic music courses as they 

can get away with. As an insider, I would cal1 this a aiitural problem. 

However, in my experienœ perîomen are the least likely to shy away 

from a discussion d music that allows the musical expression an emotional 

dimension. Whole histones of music exist from the perspective of perforrners, 

but these histories are rarely the ones studied in a music history dass. They are 

not often witten, but when they are verbalized, they are generously strewn w-th 

emotionally-charged commentç that resemble a religious fervency. For 

example, Yehudi Menuhin, a famous violin perfoner, wrote the forward to a 

book csilled, notably, Mozart: Traces of Transcendence . I qwte his 

concluding comment, which bears a strong resemblance to the benediction a 

minister would pronounœ on his congregation at the end of a religious service: 

"May the joy, reverence and compassion ever present in Mozart's divine music 

be reflected in Our daily lives, always be so perceived by ouf hearts, our bodies 

and Our minds, and ever dwell in our spirits": He locates 'the joy, reverence and 

compassionn in Mozart's music. 

lnstitutionally speaking, musical knowledges are typically objectif id, that 

is, constructeci to locate the meaning of the music within me music itseif." This 

is why discussions of ernoüonal content &en seem so unproductive. We nghtly 

avoid the uhow-was-it-for-you?" type questions, but think that we can conçtruct 

"the music itselP without any wlnerable expressions of our own peculiar 

personality and associations. Such subjecüwty would threaten ow credibility; 
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that kind of wlnerability belongs. if anywhere, in a music appreciaüon da=. It 

is a mark of amateur music lovers, not something charactwking a discussion 

involving dite musical experts, at least so we tell our 'professional" selves. 

This religious-type f e ~ x  is not an inSignikant part of what is formulated 

when musicians perfom music as well. Deeply spiritual involvement in the 

music as a perfomier and as a Iistener is very much an expected part of the 

culture of music performance that is taught. and is a part of what we are drawn 

to in any musical experience. David Grarnl commentç in his provocative essay 

The Roaring Lion: Cntical Mwicology. the Aesthetic Experience, and the 

Music Department": 

. . .loyaity to the musical exmence unites schoiar and perfomer . .. 
[Music] departrnents, after all, whther founded as training schods for 
musicians themselves or as ancillary departments to provide members of 
an elite-in-training the benefits of high cufture, have historicall y cultivatecl 
the aesthetic experience by training both perfoners and audience 
members. firm in the received and usually unstateû faith. 

(Graml1996: 189) 

His first assertion I acœpt provisionally, if by it one is to understand the uniting 

factor to be that we emphasize the same camn of great musical literature and 

composers. I have found in my own somewhat idiosyncratic university music 

education (at least so I have k e n  told). that involvement in recreating, listening 

to and appreciating the music seems to have become more and more a dividing 

line between perfomer and xholar. But I heartiiy accept his analogy with 

certain undesireable aspects of religious cultures mat, among other things. 

make generosity and freedom of musical expression very difficult, especially for 

student perfoners -impossibie for sorne who attempt it. 

The whole question of meaning, I believe, needs to become central to the 

music lesson: not authentic rneaning of me music itself," but for a start, 
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meaning in the music lesson. This week-in-weekout encounter btween a 

teacher and a student c m  sometimes be very rich, allowing a spaœ for both 

music-making and relationship to mature. But the students I inte~ewed &en 

approached their lessons with the same dread. severe nervousness. and sense 

of risk that they feel in a more formal public performance. Students expect a 

great deal from their music teacher: guidance. technical expertise, and artistic 

inspiration, but no less kindness, patience. validation, respect, interest in them 

as indMduals. One of their greateçt anxieties has to do do what their teacher 

is expecting from them, and whether or not they wall be taken seflously. This is 

not usually articulateci. but assumed to be directly reiated to how well they play. 

I have both experienœd and obsewed that the music &son is a very personal 

encounter between two people. The oniy doubt in my mind is whether this is 

typimlly understood and explored, or wheaier it is feared and avoided as much 

as possible. 

It seems that both teacher and shident would do well to approach the 

event with the same caution and respect as an ethnographer approaches a 

Yoreignn culture. The subject being studied is not a musical objed from an 

approved canon. There is no meaning in these objects unles we care about 

them and are abie to make them aur own. a part of our broader experienœ. As 

demonstrated earfier, the process of leaming to care about aie details of 

musical notation and to project that involvement in pubiic realization is 

consistently linked in the music lesson to aie %anscendent" meaning we seem 

to value so highly in musical experience. The teadiing process may be very 

slow, depending on the readiness of students to embark on such a journey of 

self-understanding, and depending on the skill, cornmitment and creaüvity of the 

teacher to catalyze the process. As çoon as we start caring about the music, it 
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necessarily getç mixed up with who we are as people -ouf personalities, the 

voiœs and experienees of our background, our preferem. our heaith and 

well-king or lad< thereof, and many more features of the infinite richness 

constituting human agents. To deny this complexity and alienate it from our 

experience as pecformers-as either music teachers or music students- is not 

wily to promote an understanding of musical meaning which denies our bodies, 

but risks making the whole experience unbearably stressful and ultimately 

unattainable for the majority. 

Wrltten Language 

There is neither a first nor a last word and there are no limits to the 
dialogic context (it extends into the boundless past and the boundless 
future). Even past meanings, that is. those bom in the dialogue of the 
past centuries. can never be stable (finalized, ended once and for all) 
-they ahivays change (be renewed) in the proceçç of subsequent, 
future development of Vie dialogue. At any moment in the development 
of the dialogue there are immense, boundless masses of forgotten 
contextual meanings, but at certain moments of the dialogue's 
subsequent development along the way they aie recalled and 
invigorated in renewed fom (in new context). Nothing is absolutely 
dead: every meaning will have its homecoming festival. 

- Bakhtin quoted by Gardiner (1992: 195) 

I have divulged my premise that language, including musical language, 

proceeds from a context d rneaningful human agency; and I have sought to 

danfy a theory of language in which meanings. induding musical meanings, 

are conœived as activities in which we engage, not merely objects which we 

designate. I am now interested to investigate Me ways in which language, 

necessarily under different conceptions, but partiwlarly written language, has 

been manipuhted historically, partiwlarly in leaming environments. to less 

desireable purposes than the diçcovery of 'cornmon grouw and the infinite 
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process of understanding. 

I tum again to Chartes Taylor. thïç time for a description of how he 

believes Our present twentieai-century fixation with meaning and language 

evolved. I am partkulariy interested in the religious roots he drawç on, given 

the religious parallels I see in the culture of high art and music. He starts witb 

Yhe andents," whom he desaibes as taking the human capaaty for language 

for granted. and who emphasized rationality as the more signifimnt trait of 

human agents (1985: 222). InterBSfingiy enwgh. Taylor notes that in Greek. the 

language in which the New Testament was onginally written. concepts of 

rtioughr and 'çpeech" (abng wioi a host of other living textuai and contextual 

pracüces) were expressed by derivatives of the same word - logos. It is as if by 

connecüng the two concepts in language, one could disguise the redprocal 

connections between the thought and speech. Furthemore. the possibility for 

disjunctian between the two concepts is also hidden, such that they seemed to 

take the two concepts' equivalence for granted (which still doesn't explain the 

Greeks' gravitation toward rationality over language acts). While their 

understanding of the nature of meaning could be said to point to an expressive 

theory, it was not meaning as applied to human agency and language. 

Humans were in this view understated, or even 8ffaced in favor of the creative 

expression of God in the cosmos. which was Ww reai thought ...q uite 

independent of human expressionn (1 985: 223). 

As I see it, the institutional agendas of the &y Christian church begin to 

emerge in the dom-playing of human agency inscribed in the 

languagehationality question. Creation according to the Christian tradition 

does nd apply only to the %anscendent" cosmos. but also specificaily to human 

beings who are said to have been created 'in the image of G M  (Genesis 1 27). 
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humans being the aowning glory of Creation. Furtherrnore. to lirnit the d ~ n e  

Logus to "In the beginning God created. .." (Genesis 1 :1), omitting the parallel 

"In the beginning was the Logos . . ." (Gospel of John 1 :1) refemng to the human 

embodiment of the divine in the person of Christ, seems a significant omission 

which favors a view of fixed meaning and consequently the disempowerment of 

indidwls. Besides k i n g  a part of-perhaps even the mode1 for- the long- 

standing duality which portrays 'transcendencen and "embodiment" as 

incompatible, such an emphasis on rationaNiAransc8ndence seems to me an 

ideological stance which became naturalized as theologically necessary. The 

question of orthodoxy is p d i l l y  motivatecl, stemming from institutional 

agendas to maintain the power to control the individual by disernbodying the 

logos (and aie Logos). It is artother case of products' being institutionally 

valued more than proceçs. Process in Mis case I would equate with 

embodiment, and product with institutional narratives which not only define 

logos, but on the basis of these definitions, prescribe embodied experience 

according to certain standards. for example 'biblicai standards of Christian 

conduct." I believe these interpretational practices are closely related to the 

way in which written language is portrayed as disembodied, purified from the 

evifs of embodiment and therefore able to be trusfed as uabsolute.n~9 

Turning to the next item in the histoncal progression to our modern 

fixation with language and meaning, Taylor suggeçtç that around the time of the 

xientific revolution in the seventeenth œntury, language began to be 

important, but as a systematic way to name and classify the world. The 

objective classification thoroughiy depended on a designatory theory of 

personaily because of the religious voices that fylured prominentiy in rny own experience of music 
lessons, given my thoroughly religious upbringing. 
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meaning and among other things, separated "subjective thought" from the world 

of "objective r & Ï  as two distinct and basically unrelated procesçes (19s: 

224). Words became the marshals of ideas, and meaning became limited to 

effective descriptions of abjects. and therefore perfectly transparent I find Ï t  

interesüng to note with Taylor that "langwge for the thaory of these centuries is 

an instrument of mnaol in the assemblage d ideas which is thought or mental 

discourse.. . , an instrument of control in gaining knowledge of the world as 

objective processu (1985: 226). 1 suggest there is a polirtical agenda here as 

well. perhaps at least parüally to be understood as a rejection of, or an 

alternative to the expressive aieory of the cosmos in favoc of a scientifically 

"ver i f iW theory of the world's existence. Of course, 1 is not insignificant that 

the rise of scentific disaxirse coincides historically with the emergence of 

mercantiie capitalism, again -as observed in both Marxist and Foucauldian 

theory- with an emphasis on products and quantitative value judgments. 

Questions of meaning hence collapse into more "objectiven questions. 

According to this mode1 of knowledge, one is required to keep saying 

more and more about less and les, in order to support what Spellmeyer calls 

'a culture of çpeciaiization," which in tum produces more and more about less 

and less. etc. He quotes Burton Bledstein: 

This segrqation did more than organize knowledge in a certain 
manner.. .; it produced a diierent kind af knowledge, constructed 
for the purpoçes of rnastery raaier than cooperation-a knowledge 
made to reïlect the image of a world in which human beings mattered 
only en masse or as abtract types susceptible to manipulation. 

(Spellmeyer 1993: 795) 

Spellmeyer goes on to urge academic intellectuals to 'give up their long- 

accustomed and largely self-appointed role as the arbiters of culture, truth, and 
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taste: either everyone makes knowledge or else no one cm,  not even 

However theories of knowledge and knowledge production may differ, no 

one has ever suggested we do without language altogether; that seems out of 

the question. Expressive theones of meaning. according to Tayior, became 

important again in conjuncti-on with the "Romantic" movement (1985: 229), 

where besicles gMng expression to thoughts, language was understwâ as the 

means to having new thoughts as well as the means to self-realization and - 
understanding. Language's function within communities of people began to be 

studied avidly, causing Iinguistic theory to explode in the early twentieth 

century, so that our present situation fin& linguistic theory practically in every 

discipline. The representational school is by no means dead, eiaier as a 

practical way of structuring Iinguistic theory, or as an implicit grounds for 

knowledge production. One of the additionai (by-)products of a 

representational model seems to be an indelibly inçcribed class system 

concerning how knowledge is produceci and circulated. But there are, it seems. 

an increasing number of schdars like Spellmeyer who are seeking to redaim 

the fluctuating, unstable and reflexive quaiity of so-called 'INed" meaning as the 

central f m s  of Our languagedependent knowledge production, often involving 

some radical political activism . 

One such example is Michel Bernard-Donals, who wntes about the 

controversial first Rodney King verdict and the media coverage which 

contributed to Ït, and more paRicularly to its aftermath.: 'Within a few days of the 

first violence, the New York Times writers had largely framed the discussion of 

the rio& in ternis of race (not class) and in ternis of presidentiai politics (not 

communrty-level social relations). . ." (1 994: 66). He analyzes several excerpts 
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of newpaper artides wntten at the time, demonstrating how the causeeffect 

constructions of the events filled a politicai need, a need to create a material 

sign of sovereignty. a fixed and authoritative meaning. His point is that the 

stories that were told in these accounts were very dierent frorn the local 

perspectives of what was going on on the Street, which themselves obviously 

aîso exhibitecl parüal and difiering perspedves. The matenal realities of the 

situation were k i n g  frozen by another kind of matenal reaiity: the material 

reality of the written word. Bemar&Donals is arguing for redescription andor 

reinterpretatîon as a material practice significant enough to affect or prevent 

social change. 

We should understand that reinscriptions of the rio& in ternis d clas, 
of race, of politics and power arent just 'made-up' ways of seeing the 
worîd, but that they in fact have a physica! aspect to oiem. 
'Redescribing' these aspects isn't simpiy a matter of recontextualizing 
aie conversation-letong us talk about it in more or l e s  cornmonsense 

ternis-but in fact is having a physical Mec3 on aiose doing the talking.. . 
(1 994: 83) 

While tflis seems a dramatic example, recently there has been interest 

among music academics in recontextualizing music as social practice, in 

contrast to the rather fixed utranscendent" meaning in which it has traditionally 

been located. Formal music education is dependent on texts which exist in 

written forrn-musical notation-, implying, of course, its dependence on a 

The combination of a written code and an institutional structure of 

knowledge production around that m e n  code has certain pitfalls, as 

exemplifeâ by the previous example of religious institutions. These are diffÏcult 

to amid and even more d'rfficult to get rid of once they have becorne nomalized. 

Here I return to Michael Gardiner's discussion of Bakhtin and the niling clas' 
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use of the linguistic sign to control the materiai reality of social pracüce. He 

classifies the sign, or me word," into two possible types, depending on how 

they are used. The tirst type he calls the 'dialogic word" which he describes as 

manifesting a "living impulse' toward the object and toward variable wntexts, 

whence it derives its semantic richness, . . .natural 'infinitude and 

bottornlessness'." The second he classifies as the "authofitative worC, which is 

not as welcoming and approachable as the dialogic word. 'It assumes that it 

represents the "last word," one that cannot be responded to, ironized, or 

challenge@ (1 992: 91). The Bakhtinian description of the authoritative word 

perfectly articulates the institutionai approaches to 'Yhe musicn I have oôserved 

in the music lesson and in the broader culture of art music. 

This is the word that retards and frwzes thougM The word that 
demands reverent repetition and not fumer development, corrections 
and additions. The word removed from dialogue: it cm only be cited 
amid rejoinders; it cannot itself becorne a rejoinder among equally 
pr~leged rejoinders. This word has spread everywhere, l imiting , 
directing and retarding both thought and live experienœ of Me. 

(Bakhtin. quoted by Gardiner. 1992: 91 -2) 

Some prominent feminist writers have argued in a similar vein. Kathleen 

Jones demonstrates the connedion betwsen how authority is viewed in 

political practice and how it is viewed in aie interpretive sense, both as 

disciplinary devices (Jones 1991 : 108). She argues that it seems ineffective to 

argue and stniggle over who is allowed to practice authority without a more 

fundamental change in what authority should be, sudi that the issue is not 

whose voice is heard, whose voiœ is powerful enough to erect boundaries, 

whose voice is çovereign to enforce obedience, but rather what kind of 

rdationships are stabilized and supporteci by authoritative practices (Jones 

1991 : 109). This has direct bearing on the question of what kind of relationship 
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music institutions support in the music lesson. Jones insists that our energy 

would be better spent in displacing çovereignty in authoritative practice (1 would 

hop through dialogic practiœ), which at one point she distills as "the desire to 

control diierence by representing it as unity" (Jones 1991 : 123). 1 would agree 

with her prescription that authonty needs to becorne the way in which 

discussion begins and is enabled. instead of a means of ending discussion and 

forcing silent obedience. Ultimately, in my view. community proves more 

valuable than a unity accomplished by domination. 

Drew Leder adds a further dimension to the picture in a discussion of 

how wrïtten laquage has promoted the detachment of body from thougM 

"[Wlhen mitten down. words and the ideas they express seem to devefop a 

career independent of human bodies. Language, as concretked in the text, 

leav8s behind its voiœ of origin. is able to INe on through the centuries, to be 

instantiated unchangeci in an indefinite number of locales." He &es the 

arguments of Havelock and Abram mat Iiteracy is likely a primary source for the 

Platonic notion of a realm of unchanging, disembodied Ideas. 'Correlative to 

this 'disembodied' object of knowkdge, it seems plausible to conjecture a 

disembodied knowef (1 990: 1 23). 

This kind of argument coexistç well with Bakhtin's agendas. Gardiner 

summarizes, The goal for Bakhtin is to break the stranglehold of the 

omniscient, authorial viewpoint, to challenge the pretence of any one mode of 

representation to 'reflect' reatii.. ." (1 992: 95). His goal seerns to be to pres8rve 

every voiœ, allowing eacb to be given me autonomous power to signrfy." A 

logical aspiration in this vein is to ucdemocraüze' the process of interpretationn. 

giving each and every reader the opporhinity to "reaccentuate or 

recontextualize the authorial word wiff\out fear of retribution or coercion, 
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whether symbolic or 'real', to encourage the aiitivation of 'human discemrnent. 

on mature oblecavity and the aitical facuity" (1 992: 96). 

Reaiming with these aioughts tu the music lesson, a radical musical 

peâagogy would require both an awareness of how the score is wielded and 

ongoing dialogue with respect to the role which ït plays, both in the lesson and 

in broader musical dismurse. I ailuded previousty in the analysis of the music 

lesson to the phrase 7he music" as it is used in two very different and potentially 

confliding ways in the music lesson. On one hand. the score, the written signs 

that are read and realized. are sometirnes referred to as "the music," particularly 

in the context of the student's playing with or without 'the musid. Le. playing 

while looking at the score, or playing from memory. On the other hand, "te 

music" is often constructecl as that emotionaliy involved and involving 

performance of the written that rnakes an audience forget that there is a 

Witten." so integrated that it seems to be with the performer's interpretation that 

it transcends both its material existence as the written and the embodied 

existence of the petformer him/herself. 

The reader will also recall the teacher's exhortation to the M e n t  to 

abandon the devil's adage "first you leam the notes, then you leam the music." 

The assumption in this instruction is that in order to perform convincingly and 

confidentiy, one must begin with an ernotionally invohred hearing of the notes, 

not conceiving that as çomething to tack onto a more systematic and ngorous 

leaming procesç. This, it seems to me, is an example of how a radical shift in 

concept necessitates that one allow the pro- of leaming the notes to happen 

more slowly and perhaps wiai more d*Mïcuity. Some would insist that it must be 

this way if one is to escape what one may cal1 We geewhiz syndromen of prollic 

tedinical tricks, but disinterestecl artistic involvernent Any cornmitment to this 
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process requires not oniy flexibility and breadth granted to the notion of the 

"produet," but also a recognition by both teachers and students that one 

necessariiy will have less control over outcornes. 

The duality between the arostic and the technical is a common linguistic 

constniction in traditional music leaming. It seems to correspond to Lydia 

Goehr's observation of the Romantk separation of Art and Craft in the historical 

emergence of the work-concept (1 992: 152). The performance tradition, and 

leaming situations by which it is fomed and informed, aspires to the production 

of not just distinctive, but definitive renditions of pieces. I believe this can at least 

paroally be attnbuteâ to traditional views of "the writtenn which are rooted in an 

omniscient authorial viewpoint (fi la Bakhtin) which resists interaction. For 

example, if the student cornes to the lesson prepared to play from memory, the 

student may ask the teacher if she wants We music," Le. the score. It has 

become significant to me in my anaiysis to observe what a teacher chooses in 

this situation. The choice to follow dong in the score seems to focus the 

ensuing discussion on issues of depatture from or conformity to the score. The 

teacher thus assumes the role of interpretational expert, aligning hirnniersetf 

with the authorial viewpoint, and making the student's job to cunform to and 

thus attain a knowledge that is fixed, a case in point of BakMinrs "reverent 

repetition and not further development." The choice, on the other hand not to 

look at the score, but inçtead to study the student as slhe plays, aligns the 

teacher with a more dialogic viewpoint The teacher in this case seeks to help 

the student become aware of himhersetf in aie leaming process, and to 

establish musical goals that are rooted in a 'lived," not a fixed meaning. In sudi 

a situation, the teacher will probably exhibit less conœm with how "cor& 

something is. The question will more likeîy be wtiether or not the stuâent feeis 
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cornfortable playing the music. and if not, why not -rarely a pureiy "musical" 

answer. It seems that teadiers themseives couid contriMe to a r a d i i  social 

change in which they do not have the monologic upper hand, simply by 

leaming to be aware of authonal viewpoints and doing their best to avoid them. 

indeed strïving to engage studentç in dialogue about aiese issues in their efforts 

to help students to locate oiemselves in the histoty of music-making. 

Whether the context is !ive speech acts or written language, meaning 

creates texts, and texts in turn create new meanings as new human players 

becorne invohred in them, themselves recreating new texts, and new meanings, 

world without end. In the cultural exchange of a music leson, 1 can envision 

such a textual, contextual, and intertextual view of meaning accornplishing 

some much needed integration between dualities Iike theorylpractice. 

rnindlbdy, and publiclprivate. But such an integration can oniy happen with a 

committed rethinking of what constiMes a music lesson. indeed, what 

constitutes musical performance. One would begin to ask what kind of an 

institution it is maçonable to expect the university to be. But if integration doeç 

not happen there, where will it happen? One thing seems certain: stated goals 

of knowledge production must own up to the political goais and pradces that 

inscribe the kind of knowledge ?hat is produced. Such an exercise cannot help 

but effect dialogic change in the social practices of musical knowledge 

production. 

None can attest to ththe difficuity of radical social change so well as those 

who have had to smiggie to have a voice in rnainstream culture, who for one 

reason or another are denied the right to signify. Michele Wallace in invisibiiity 

Blues quotes at length criocal pedagogue, bel1 hooks, in her analysis of aie 

kinds of speech that characterize Ma& women: from speechlessness, to self- 
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reflective speech (respect& by other black women but dismissed by ottiers). to 

what she calls Wking back" speech. She continues: 

This third category of speech is the kind aiat generally gets you in trouble 
precisely because it problematizes the invariabilipy of dassifications of 
difference. . . .AKhough such self-formulation is not required as part of t f ~  
graduate educaüon we usually receive, the ritual of education inevitably 
raises the spectre of such a proœss. The problern then becornes how to 
pursue a degcee as part of a gradwte education (in history or lierature, 
philosophy or linguistics) which inevitably denies the 
significanceli,resence of the black intellect (female no les!) which the 
structure of that education denies. (Wallace 1990: 32) 

Far be it from me to collapse black women's issues into an ocean of 

generic difference that continues to deny them a voice. I do not wish to take 

anything away from what she and others have described as peculiar to black 

women's stniggles to have a voice. I do however, i d e m  with her feeling that 

the "Aual of educationn (and I am thinking especially of music educaüon and its 

orientation to the "ritual of performance") points toward a procass of seif- 

formulation which is then denied by the structures of that education. For 

example, the intirnacy of the music lesson and the dialogic texts potentially 

created there are ultimately applied to a formaiized and critical context of public 

declmation over which the student has little control, and in which the student is 

expected to disappear as much as possible into the transcendent or universal 

sentiment of the musical rnasterwork s/he is presenting. The experience not 

only can feel f(Z1Sfiating and futile. but can be debilitating and alienating, as 

individuals are made to feel they mua prove their worthiness according to 

external. fixed. and at best, remotely attainable standards of knowledge in order 

to have a voice. 
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Transcendence 

Hovering over the whole discussion is this word transcendem. 1 

conclude Bis study with a brief exploration of the institutional use of the concept 

to constnict 'standardso of knowledge which are fied and universal. I have 

refened earlier in the paper to some of the parallels which exist between 

religious discourse and musical discourse. 60th discourses tend to œnter on a 

written code, and more importantiy, traditionally mnstruct that wntten code as 

fixed, unalterable. and abduteiy auaiwitative, çu~vable  at the embodied level 

only through "reverent repetition," but not avaiiable for fumer development and 

contextualization. Boal religious and musical discourses often evaluate seeker- 

possBssors of knowledge in ternis of a performative 'standard" of cornpliance to 

the written code. or. more significantly to traditional interpretatons of the written 

code, whether or not such a distinction is acknowledged. Both involve a 

spiritual dimension of participation in the embodied experienœ of aieir 

respective realities, but one which is often separated from one's embodied 

existence, even as the written is disembodied, existing most purely in a rational 

state of mind. 

Donna Haraway writes convincingly in her essay "Situated Knowledges: 

the Science Question in Feminism and the PrMlege of Partial Perspective," 

Feminists don? need a doctrine of objectivity that promises 
transcendence, a story that loses track of its mediations just where 
çameone rnight be held responsiMe for something, and unlimited 
instrumental power. We don? want a theory of innocent powers to 
repfesent the world, where language and bodies both fa11 into the 
bliss of organic symbiosis. We also don7 want to theonze the world, 
much l e s  act m i n  it, in ternis of Global Systems, but we do need 
an earth-wide network of connections, induding the ability 
partially to translate knowledges among very different -and power- 
differentiateb- communities. We need the power of modein critical 
theon'es of MW memings and budies get made. not in order to dmy 
meanings and bodies8 but in order to buiid meanings and bodies that 
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have a cham fur Me. (Haraway: 575, italics added) 

She decries the use of what she cails "the god tri&," a fixed location in a reified 

body of any description that boas& an unlimitedl untouchable, and 

transcendent location from which to view the world without being a subject 

within 1. She is cailing for significant social change. which, as she describes in 

the arOic1e. can only be brought about by a cornmitment to becoming 

responsibte for what we leam how to see, responsible enough to locate 

ouselves in a partial perspective that welcomes other's perspectiveç and in 

fact, tries to see from them also. 

These are the commitments and perspecoVes I am suggesting need to 

become a part of both the music lesson and the broader musical culture of 

which the music lesson is an extension. "God trid<sn typically abound in the 

music lesson. The most cornmon is the teacher's tri& of hiding behind We 

composer's intentions" (which, from hisiher âead and translated position. 

become deified.) Lest 1 am too harsh, I do not think moût teachers do this 

intentionally; no one who cares about teaching would try to erect unattainable 

standards of excellence and spirituality that are at best ominously unfriendîy to 

mere mortals. But university teachers are not &en distinguished by their Gare 

about teaching; this is part of the problem. The other main facet of the probfem 

is the tendency to faais in academic music pedagogy on a deeply canonized 

repertoire of musical masterworks, while ignoring the peailiarity of the human 

agents activeiy 'meaning them in specific environments and relationships. 

SM-awareness is at the heart of the change mich needs to occur, such that we 

constnict knowledge in such a way that we are willing to be reçponsible for our 

own position in the cultural web, and able to contribute as competent. self- 
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aware and culhirally-aware human agents. i conclude with a quote from 

Charles Taylor Wtuch sums up the nature of the shift that I am suggesüng needs 

to occur in the nature of musical knowledge: 

mhe sucœssful prosecuüon of the human sciences requires a high 
degree of sel-knowledge, a freedom from illusion, in the sense of error 
which is rooted in one's way of Me; for our incapacity to understand is 
rooted in Our own self-definitions, hence in what we are. 

(quoted by Gardiner 1992: 194) 

I understand Taylor's "freedorn from illusionn to refer not to an orthodox or 

official definition in sume pureîy theoreticai sense. It seems more consistent 

with his whole position to understand the antithesis of his "illusionn to refer to an 

active and constantly changing self-understanding, chafacterized most 

signifcantiy by a willingness for honesty and change where one becornes 

aware this is necessarynecessary 

If eciucational structures in music do not aliow for and in fact, seek to 

nurture, this kind of seif-knowledge. then in my opinion. the field of music will 

becorne more and more dite. Universities will have less and less breadth of 

influence on how musical culture is formed, both because musically indined 

individuais will find more empowenng avenues to cultivate musical interests, 

and because there will continue to be the often intellectwlly capable Stream of 

casualties wtio give up musical endeavors in frustration and defeat because of 

their experience of music education in the academy. 
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Appendix A 

A particularty dramatic account of power in relation to its pursuit of certain 

rnrths" and the processes 1 invokes to accomplish these Ktmthsn is recorded by 

James Clifford in his analysis of eainographer Marcel Griaule's work and that d 

the school of ethnography which followed him. While certainly an object of 

significant negaüve cdticism, Griaule's work is regarded as an important 

contribution to twentieth-century ethnography by virtue of the completeness and 

depth af wmprehension which he strove &ter in his inVBSfigation of the Dogon 

people of Western Africa (Stocking 1985: 124). ClifTord's analysis seerns bent 

on highlighting the almost ewggerated sense of power which Griaule seemed 

to be aware that he possessed over his "infamants." He made no apology for 

seeing his actMty arnong them as a performance, as theatfical. and œmnly as 

productive. Griaule seems to position hirnself in relation to two schools of 

thought with regard to the nature of fieldwork. On the one hand, he concems 

himself with the production of documents via collection, observation, and 

interrogation; on the other, he seems carefully to regard diaiogical processes of 

education and the elucidation of meanings. Clifford analyzes the two 

approaches separately. 

In hiç analysis of the first, Clifford demonstrates Griaule's engagement in 

shockingly violent acts in order to produce the knowledge desired. Even more 

remarkable is Griaule's apparent awarenesç of this violence, seemingly with no 

intention to change (perhaps no understanding of how), and an ill-cultivated 

sense of regret Perhaps because of his own flair for the dramatic, Griaule 

seemed to assume Dogon culture was full of carefully guarded secrets and 

'mast dangerous myçteriesn (1 985: 139) that coukl only be revealedldiçcovered 

by a kind of violence (1985: 132). Because he believed the least reliable 
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avenue ?O these truths was speech (which is îtseif an interesting assumpüon), 

he taught that "the fieichmker had to exploit whatever advantages, whatever 

sources of power, whatever knowledge not baseci on interlocution he or she 

could acquire" (1 985: 132). Because of th&, he put a great deal of ernphasis on 

aerial visualization and detailed observations from numerous viewpoints, which 

were then compiled into a master overview (1985: 133). As if this were not 

violent enough. one of Griaule's favorite metaphors for the process was juge 

d'insfrucbbn , taken from French law whereby one first establishes the 

preliminary facts of a case before a judgment can be rigMly leveled. Although 

the term does not refer to examinations per se, as it was in Foucault's 

description, it seems likely that Griaule's production of master narratives was 

motivated by similar disciplinary regimes of power as Foucault's normalking 

gaze. 

Then there are Griaule's descriptions of the ethnographie process as 

sheer violence. He writes in exuttation upon having dragged some information 

from unwilling informants. contemplating his own rose-glasçed vÏew of his future 

work: 

We would be able to make asses of the old hesitators, to confound the 
traitors, abominate the silent. We were going to see mysteries leap 
like reptiles from the mouths of the neatiy caught Iiars. We would play 
with the victim; we would rub his nose in his words. We'd make him 
smile, spit up the tnrth. and we'd tum out of his mets  the last secret 
polished by the centuries, a secret to make he who has spoken it blanch 
with fear. (quo- in 1985: 141) 

A more blatant description of the stereotypical raping and pillaging 

practices of colonial power could hardly be imagined. One has to wonder what 

al1 this was worth to Griaule. What kind of knowledge could possibly justify such 

consciousl y violent masures required to achieve it? Althwgh ethnographers 
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have since abandoned rnany of his practices in favor of more subtle "participant 

obsenmtion" (Spradley 1980), Mey are no less aware of (although perhaps less 

nonchalant about) the kind of violence, or at least some sense of transformation. 

which one's very presence accomplishes in a cultural space. necesçarily 

affecthg the nature of the knowledge produced. 

The second trend Wich Clifford demonstrates in Gnaule's work is the 

assurnption that "cultural truth" is çornething to be revealed to the persistent, 

theatrical, and even violent, but nevertheiess spedally competent researcher, 

who somehow -Griaule seems to evade the question of how- gains special 

initiatory privileges. and thus becornes an "authOrityitvn The most important 

contribution this special person can make is the generation of original master 

narratives which in mm fom a canon, "a sbpping point for the process of 

cultural representation," on the basis of which "a pdentially endless exegetical 

dixowse can be generatedn (1 985: 149). This necessitates a probletnatic 

separation between foundational cultural truthç, frozen in a universal (i.0. 

transcendent) history. and the subsequent development of discourse based on 

those absolutes, but unab le to impact them in any way. Such attitudes and 

conclusions are consistent with power structures that not only do not have a 

way to question their own activities, biases and productions, but are not even 

e>cpected to. 
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